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SOBS AND HANDCLAPS GREET VERDICT

In the main case of the prosecution
which began with the completion of
wit-- j
the jury on May 24, thirty-eigh- t
nesses testified and exactly the same
number of witnesses were introduced
by the defense. Op vebattal the num- ber of state witnesses was swelled to
fifty. The prosecution rested on July
S and the defense ended on August
5. after a lengthy
oi Darrow, who occupied the stand a
week. Four days were required for
the state's rebuttal and both sides
finally rested on August 9.
In presenting the case against Dar- row the prosecution produced evidence purporting to show that in ad- dition to the alleged corruption of
jurors, Darrow had been guilty of
tampering with state witnesses in the
McNamara case.
The chief reliance of the defense
was that the agreement between
prosecution and defense, under which
the McNamaras entered their pleas of
was made prior to the alleged
bribery of Lockwood and that there
therefore no occasion for cor- rupting jurors. It was also maintained throughout that Darrow was the
on the part of
victim of a "frame-up- "
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DISTURBANCES

HONESTY IN POLITICS IS

FIRST REQUIREMENT FOR
REAL RULE OF PEOPLE

MARINES RESTORE ORDER.
Managua, Aug., IT. There is great
rejoicing at. the Xicaraguan capita!
over the presence of 470 American THEODORE ROOSEVELT IN FIRST CAMPAIGN SPEECH AT REVERE BEACH
bluejackets and marines under Cap- MASSACHUSETTS SCORES TAFT AND HIS
MACORRUPT
POLITICAL
tain Warren .1. Terhune, commander:
:
joe the United States gunboat Annapo-CHINE AND SHOWS WHERE IN WILSON IS NOT CAPABLE OF MEETING
The bombardment of the city by
j lis.
FEARLESSLY
SITUATION OPENLY AND
the rebels under Generals Mena and
.eieuon, wnicli ceased on Thursday,
lias not been resumed. Much property damage was done and many women and children killed.
IT IS WORSE TO STEAL AN OFFICE
The government is sending troops
to engage the rebels who are reported
gathering in Che vicinity of the city
THAN IT IS TO STEAL A PURSE
of Leon.

TURBY

TELL AP-

PALLING STORIES
j

I

THREE THOUSAND

PERSONS KILLED

-

AND TWO MEN HUG ACCUSED ATTORNEY

Adrianople, who is superintending the
work on the scene.
The American Hed Cross society
continued to dispatch supplies to the
sufferers and the foreign colonies here
purpose to collect subscriptions under
the patronage of their respective legations.
The Ecumenical Patriarchate contemplates making an appeal for aid to
the archbishop of Canterbury.

EARTHQUAKES

$30,000.

WAR
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THE THIRD BALLOT TODAY
CHICAGO

F,

ment was begun on May 15, and just
until the case went to the jury, mak-ing it the longest criminal trial ever
lie'd in l.os Angeles county. During
that time approximately two million
words were transcribed by the court
reporters for which the cost to the
county was something like f5,000. The
entire cost of the trial was close to

iUILTY DECLARES JURY ON

NOTED

MEW

Jte.

1

,i,V'vj,.,,

Constantinople, Aug. 17. An appaland damage
ling story of suffering
GOODWIN IS OUT
caused by the recent earthquake in
OF ALL DANGER.
the region about the sea of Marmora,
of
expeditions
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 17
is told by the members
strick-guilty- ,
Xat C. Goodwin, the actor who
dispatched on August 14 to the
was injured Thursday when his
ei: district on board the United States
rowboat dashed ashore on Rocky
gunboat Scorpion, guardship at
toPoint Beach, was pronounced
stantinople, which returned here
s
out of danger today by hi
day.
who said Mr. Goodwin
The number of killed in the various
towns and villages is placed at 3,000
would be out of bed tomorrow.
Franklin and the authorities.
and injured 6.000. It was found im-- j
possible to approach several villages
Ion account of the odors arising. Other
MAIL STEAMER
BORDER PATROL
villages were simply heaps of charred
debris.
SINKS AT DOCK
The plight of the survivors has been
IN NEW MEXICO rendered worse because of the diffiSan Francisco, Calif., Aug. 17. The
culty of obtaining building material.
mail liner Xewport was sunk
Pacific
almost
daily
Earthquakes continue
coast. Six at Balboa. Panama, this morning by
THREE TROOPS
OF THIRD CAVALRY ARE !at many places along the
shocks were felt yesterday and many the collapse of the wharf to which
TO ,BE STATIONED
NEAR COLUMBUS
In sever- - she was moored. All on "'board were
damaged houses collapsed.
visited
the
al
saved.
expedition
by
villages
INSTEAD OF NEAR EL PASO
some of the houses which apparently
Word of the accident was received
were undamaged were found to con- - by the Merchants Exchange. AccordEl Paso, Texas, Atir;. 17 The three sist of empty shells, the whole of the ing to the meager details received,
the Xewport was lying alongside the
troops of the third cavalry arriving interior naving cuiuipbeu
At Myriophite, the appearance of government wharf at Balboa, having
here by special train from Fort Sam
town was deceptive because a taken on a full cargo of general merHouston will not be sent to Colum- the
number
of the houses standing on the chandise for San Francisco.
There
,
Stev-erZ.
bus, X. M., today. General E.
sea front surrounded by gardens. were was a roar and a crash about 2
commander at Fort Bliss, Texas,
rear o'clock this morning, the great shed
will retain the reinforcements here intact, but immediately in the
was left up- over the dock tottered and then fell
to do patrol duty until the arrival ot scarcely a stick or stone
Xunierous fissures were ob- toward the side where the steamer
the Mexican government troops at right.
served
in the ground but none of lay. The thousands of tons of wreck- VI
Pnwi
.rn:irp7
Tpvifr nnnnQitp
Thp
size,
age slid across the bow of the Xewalthough the villagers
ie
evacuation of Juarez by rebels llas
a clett nearly 200
port anu the water. All aboard rush
nlrprpn Thp nlQnc nf thp rlonartmont ported that
had opened in a hillside eight ed to the docks and managed to reach
which had intended to
the deep,
miles inland.
the wharf in safety.
danger points west of El Paso along
The
Within a short space of time, the
the
district
people
throughout
the New Mexico Border. All is orderthe
Xewport sank, her keel resting on a
appeared stunned
ly in Juarez, with the citizens poiice and made no atte. by to catastrophe
tipt
help them- mui'dy bottom in .13 f "t of water,
alone on duty.
Only her upper deck was above the
Patrol of the border here is selves, sitting and brooding over their surface.
and awaiting the arrival
Her cargo loss will reach
misfortunes
strict, the American soldiers allowing of relief. The Red Cross
Society and close to $500,000.
no one to pass to the Mexican city
the Greek Philanthropic societies are
Panama, Aug. 17. The commander
without credentials from civil or mill-- '
doing good work in the district, the of the American forces in Nicaragua
tary authorities.
Red Cross having dispatched
mistelegraphed to Campelliott. today re- The location of either federal or
sions to the interior to assist the suf- qt.esting the dispatch of twenty tons
uui,s houlu oi Juarez remains
or flour, three three-incguns with
unknown here as there is practically ferers.
Bozzm-AloThe
Turkish
ammunition and eight Colt automatic
transport
no telegraphic communication
with has been
converted into a hospital guns with 10,000 rounds of ammunithe territory of the campaign in the
and anchored off the coast.
tion.
Mexican border states of Chihuahua ship
The American medical mission after
Nicaragua is threatened with famor Sonora.
300 patients and finding that ine and a quantity of flour intended
treating
San Luis Potosi, Mex., Aug. 17.
its work was overlapping that of oth- for its relief was lost this morning
Rebels raided a hacienda yesterday,
er missions, handed over its supplies on board the steamer Xewport when
A.
to
Frank
belonging
Dickinson, and medical stores to the Vali oi she sank at Balboa.
American consul here. His property
is near Absalo, Guanajuato.
According to the reports brought to Mr.
Dickinson, the raiders took horses,
saddles and what money they could
jfind and destroyed the books. Em- ten
pioveg on tne propertJ. Wre
ON COMMERCE COURT
HE
Rnd the manager fled tQ Arimlat(x
j

xxxxxxxxxxx

Revere Beach, Mass., Aug. 17. Hon- cere and is entirely practical whereas
"I shall spend
rest of my life
esty in nominations and elections and Mr. Wilson's platform avoids the most
ns have in thp nnst. rioine- Hip hpftt
social and industrial justice was the important issues before our people
I can to serve the cause of the poor."
tex? of a speech delivered here today and as regal ds the other. issues makes
District Attorney Fredericks was
by Theodore Roosevelt. The progres- such impossible and conflicting promnot present when the verdict was ansive candidate also contrasted his at- ises as to render it out of the quesHe was visibly perturbed
nounced.
plat- tion to believe that was a sincere
toward the progressive
titude
when informed of it.
form with that of Governor Wilson purpose to have these promises taki nave nomine 10 say, ne saiu.
toward the democratic platform as ex- en seriously.
,
yye gjVe tne jury evidence which, in
pressed in the latter's speech of ac"The progressives are much r.;c;e
jour judgment, was complete and conguilty."
Whereas, Governor Wilson, fortunate in our platform. We do
ceptance.
Although warned against any dem ; vjncjng. t think the jury has taken
he said, stated that "the platform is not have to
apologize for it nor to
onstration, by the bai'iff's, there was jint0 eount wnat nas been said by the
not a program;", Colonel Roosevelt
in
it
of
language so carefully
oi
outDurst
dpiuau&e
defendant s counsel more than they
a spontaneous
declared that the progressives treat- speak
as to convey the impression
guarded
when Foreman M. R. Williams, in re- have the evidence. However, we do
a
and
ed the platform as a program
that we are endeavoring neither to
sponse to the court's query, stated not quarrel with verdicts. It is our
'contract which we shall scrupulously
it nor support it. We stand
of
verdict
a
found
repudiate
had
to
their's
business
that the jury
present evidence,
fulfill if the people give us the pow- on our
platform.
to consider it. I imagine we will try
not guilty.
er."
"We do ask that our platform be
There was a rush to the side of the the Bain case. I do not know of any
Colonel Roosevelt said in part:
by the nation. Our platform
adopted
the
was
by
which
not.
stopped
we
a
should
is
far
reason
It
defendant,
why
"I wish to emphasize the fact that is our program; we treat it as such;
moa
few
renewed
was
bailiffs, but it
stronger case than this."
we are absolutely clear from affilia- and scrupulously fulfill it if the peoAssociate Counsel H. H. Appel, of
ments later after Judge Hutton thankwith either of the old parties; ple give us the power. Our proposals
tion
Then the defense, declad that it was the
ed and discharged the jury.
that we regard both the old party ma- are definite and concrete and our inscene.
Darremarkable
evidence
nature
a
the
ensued
oi
against
chines as hopelessly corrupt ami in- tention is to enact them into law and
Darrow approached the jurors, still row that brought about the verdict of
competent and that we appeal to the to make them part of the active govof
two
in the box, to thank them and
acquittal.
rank and file of both the old parties ernmental policy of the nation.
"I have always felt," he said,
them, Jurors Golding ana nun oar,
"At thisi moment I ask your attenequally to stand with us for good citithrew their arms about him and pat- "that no American jury would counzenship in the spirit of true Ameri- tion only to the proposals that we
reached
tenance a scheme to allow so many
ted his back. Other jurors
cans.
make to secure social and industrial
forward and clasped hands with the criminals to go free in order to conIn the first place we set forth
and
justice.
It is mainly beattorney. The scene gradually resolv- vict a defendant."
us definitely what we mean to try to sewe hope will share with
alike,
ed itself into a reception for Darrow lieved that Darrow will not be tried
the task of building up the progres- cure at the present time in the way
e
on the second indictment charging
and the jurors, friends of the
sive party and we invite into our of social and industrial justice.
conhim with the bribery of Robert F.
defendant crowding up to
"For an instance to secure by law
ranks men and women entirely withgratulate him and shake hands with Bain, the first juror sworn to try
out retard to their former political af- one day's rest in seven for all wage
the jurors, while the flashlights of James B. McNamara. The case will
filiations to their creed, their birth- workers-- an eight hour in continuous
hour industries, the prohitwenty-fou- r
photographers boomed be called for setting Monday before
newspaper
place or the color of their skins.
from every angle of the court room. Judge Hutton.
in securing bition of child labor, the establishessential
first
"The
women
"We do not know what will hapThe final scene in the trial which
the right of the people to rule is to ment of an eight hour day for
lasted several days more than three j,en after that," said Assistant Dis- of and young persons, the erection of
secure the
minimum wage standards for working
months, was dramatic in the extreme, jtriet Attorney Ford.
dishonesty in nominations and elec- workmen s
"Wc are not making any announceThe crowd which filled the court room
compensation
tions. To steal a nomination or to women,
condiwhen the jury filed out at 9:25 ments as to further action by the
an election is even worse than acts, the securing of proper
steal
of life and labor for working
o'clock, was still intact when the elec- state. Mr. Darrow said that he had
to steal a purse, for it is a theft of tions
men and women and the prevention
tric buzzer in the room summoned the intended r return to Chicago as soon
the people's rights, it is theft from of
occupational diseases, and the fixbailiff to that occupied by the jurors as possible, but he was undecided at
the people as a whole. Two years ago
health standards.
ing
the present time.
on the floor above.
the fight against Mr. Lorimer was We of occupational
to secure these installMrs. Darrow coMected the autoThe waiting crowd, composed moststarted by a great Chicago newspaper mentspropose
of social and industrial justice
'and which continued by certain prily of Darrow's friends, seemed con- graphs of the twelve jurors.
action in both the nation and the
by
,
now
we
then
who
fident the verdict would not be long
twptvp
And
individuals.
"Thpv
vate
we propose
took part in that fight did so at a several states. Therefore,
in coming. The instructions oi juug said, "and I will keep them forever."
to see that our representatives giv?
that
time when the average public man obHutton convinced many of them
As soon as the verdict "became
the
these laws wherever in
on tne streets, an American
viously thought it would come to nationpeople
it would be a verdict or acquittal ami
or state the progressives come
followed
by
But
that
of
the
buzzer,
sound
friends,
remember,
the
nothing.
mg was displayed from the flag pole
wye do
our real concern was not in smashing into power. In these matters
sudden activity among the bailiffs, on tne LaDor Temple,
not
intend
our
to
let
servants,
public
one bad man who by Improiier methj
electrified the spectators.
Judge George H. Hutton began hi3
our representatives, decide for us
ods had secured his own election to
When the jurors filed into their charge to the jury at 8:20 o'clock this
whether or not we can have the laws
of
of
faces
kind
but
the
the
the
senate,
searched
smashing
seats, hundreds
mornjng
to give justice to those who
politics which he symbolized. It is a necessary
the men for some indication of the re- The court eliminated the first count
need it; we propose to settle the matto
a
bad
win
Most
thing
senatorship by
suit of their brief deliberations.
jn tn0 jndjctment that Darrow had
such methods as Mr. Lorimer em- ter for ourselves, and we intend that
of the faces were expressionless, bribed George N. Lockwood, a regu- our
servants shall give us the
ployed but it is not one whit worse laws public
w
n..c
orawn juror in tne case oi j. a.
in order to achieve
necessary
;lany
to
than
a
nomination
steal
for
the
excitement.
McNamara. The evidence, Judge Hut the end we have in view. We do not
such
methods
were
as
presidency by
What sounded like a long sigh and ton nstructedi did not justify a ver- intend to let either executive or legisemployed by the bosses who controlla few handclaps followed the an- - dlct of gui:ty on the first counted the republican convention at. Chi- lative offices forbid us to have such
....
r.ouncemeiu oi ruie.unu
Tne second C0Unt cnarged Darrow
laws; and my friends, neither do we
cago last June.
was
"not
intend to let the judges forbid us to
liams, that the verdict
jth attempting corruptly to influence
Presiof
one
17.
D.
senate's
the'
that
compromise
Aug.
C,
"Ill his speech of acceptance,
Washington,
the have such laws. Therefore, in our
guilty."
a man about to be drawn as a juror. SEC. ROMERO
inbe
accepted.
battleship
dent Taft told callers today he
day before yesterday, as reported in platform, we have stated that we in
An effort had clearly been made to
The cour(. aIg0 instructed tnat a
STILL ANXIOUS tended to fight congress for the reten- the Xew York Times, Mr. Wilson is tend to provide more easy and expePENSION BILL SIGNED.
obey the warning .against a demon- verdict of guilty could not be found
stration and the spontaneous outburst on the uncorroborated evidence of ae
Washington, D. C, Aug. 17. rresi quuieu as saying oi tne progressive ditious1 methods of amending the fedtion of the commerce court if it kept
ended abruptly
Washington, D. C, Aug. 17. Late him in Washington all summer. He dent Taft's first official act today was piatiorni tnat it would require a eral constitution and that when in
complices.
to drive any state a state court declares that
sauuain uay s journey
With the formal thanking and flis If yQU fln(J nQ evldence independ- Thursday afternoon the nomination declared he would again veto the leg- - to sign the $1GO,000,000 pension ap.
through it" and that for that reason a law passed for social and industrial
charging of the jury, tne crown en(. of the testimony of accomplices," of Secundino Romero to be United islative, executive and judicial appro- - propriation bill.
he had not yet been able to find out justice is
Paymaster General Smitth of the
rushed forward to congratulate the
unconstitutional, then after
id th , d
must find the de. States marshal for IMpw Mpvirn wn nrioHon hill if it fama hnrk tn ihim
to what it was all about. If Mr. Wilson ample interval of
authorized
nrmv
had
who
payment
torfav
hniich
and
wife,
his
confirmed
to
the
but
t
the
alleg-sathe
deliberation, the
oplawyer,
Admission
by
Chicago
provision
senate,
containing
fendant not gunty.
n
Tn
has
rt friA
tint
i
hppn
ohlp
iU ,mu uut num lieopie shall have
pn ititprt men OI tne reKiuai aimj i"
the opportunity
at his side since the trial began:
b
niade t0 accompHces position became so strong that it was n,
d t h
u
Tn r Ipnvtnfi'
-- .1...,
np thpmcT,r,a
1,..
1'iiuuiui means IL IS UPCH
,v.n,th
...-nueuue
iu
" Tne .lUIie
bat with only a passing acknowledg by the defendant should not he re- recalled in an executive session last
uj . vuib wuemer
Mr. Tatt was aroused bv renorts luc
w.t.
. .
distributed later. The offi- - has not taken the trouble to try.
wib act is- to tnecome law notwithment, Darrow and his wife rushed garded as corroborative. The testi- night.
"Mr. Wilson speaks as if the p ro
their
pay
received
such
for
standing
as
decision;
the
over to the jury box and Jurors GoM- - mony of a feigned accomplice, how- Senator Bacon, of Georgia, made to
his veto by refusing
gtessive piattorm were very long. As platform says, the
of
progressive party
ing and Dunbar threw their arms everj does not require corroboration." the motion for the recall, saying that appropriations for the state depart-seriou- s tor June. The payin the the regulars
: a matter of fact it is of almost
defi-the demands such construction of the
general
about the defendant, patted him
charges had been filed with ment, the bureau of trade relations has been held up
This instruction applied to Lock- exact lenBtn of
own platform. The power of the courts as shall leave
on the back and declared with smiles wood.
the judiciary committee and sufficient and other adjuncts of the department ciency bill.
difference is that our platform states the
EMBEZZLEMENT REPAID.
people themselves the ultimate
that it was the happiest day ot their
A direct outcome of the abrupt time had not been given for their which the president considers of
D. C, Aug. 17. Sena- - explicitly and definitely what we in- authority to determine fundamental
Washington,
lives. Other iurors rqnehed out to ending ast November of the trial of
mense importance to interests engagto
tcn(1
do
on
the
vital
questions of questions 0f social welfare and public
ter Bourne for the committee on postSenator Catron defended Romero, ed in foreign trade,
grasp his hands and the crowd push- tne day and in this it is entirely
B McNamara for the dynamiting
offices today favorably reported the
policy."
to
ed in and swarmed over the jury box. . th L
but
his
efforts
effect
confirmation
Smoot
Times
building,
Angeles
xw0 republican senators,
bill for the payment of $11,-- !
first
one
was
of
the
were
Hutton
and
nomination
the
Judge
unavailing
and Sanders, assured the president 226, to Postmaster George W. Hoyt,
,he tria, of Ciarenca s. Darrow, chief
officials to congratulate Darrow.
lot counsel for the McNamara broth- will not be acted upon until nextithat the senate might pass the bill as at Cheyenne, Wyo., for sums embez-- ARMV CHANGES
TURKS WAGE WAR
"Hundreds of thousands of halle ers, was the result of an indictment week.
reported to the house yesterday but zled in
office last year by a subo,
R NUMEROUS
Representative H. B. Ferguson tney were confident it would not pass
lujahs will go up front as many by the county grand jury for the alON CHRISTIANS
throats when they hear of this." said leged bribery of George N. Lock-woo- made charges against Romero before !0ver a second veto. Those who talk-thMONEY FOR REFUGEES.
of
the
hand
he
senate Judiciary committee, say- ed with the president in the White
the judge, as
grasped
a prospective juror in the Mc-- ,
Washington, D. C, Aug. 17. To pro-- j
Washington, D. C., Aug. 17. Brig- Cettinje, Montenegro,
Aug. 17.
of the vindicated lawyer.
ing Romero was being rewarded for House offices today quoted him as vxie ior tne
.
Namara case.
TT
D
Wm
increasing numuei m ,,.
f
offers
Christian
no
A reception in which the Darrows
in
of
to
listen
behalf
Taft
could
N.
he
insurgents
working
Bert
delegates saying
yesterday seizOn November 29, 1911,
American refugees from Mexico, the
This compromise on the bill and must do house today authorized the use for L"'t't ol ule
and members of the Jury were the Frank'in, chief of detectives on the to the Chicago convention.
oranance, nas ed two villages in the Berano district
central figures followed and lasted al- McNamara defense, was arrested for charge was denied by Senators Fall his duty as he saw It.
their subsistence of $20,000 to be tak - been selected to succeed Brigadier of Albania, near the Montenegrin
most until noon.
CONFERENCE PROPOSED.
en from the $100,000 fund already pro - !General A. L. Mills, as president of frontier and also plundered Berano itof Lockwood. On Decem- and Catron, of New Mexico.
the
bribery
Although the members of the jury ber 1 the McNamara brothers plead
self, according to reports that have
Sena- viaea tor tneir transportation,
i ne
D. C, Aug. 17
Washington,
the Army War college, in this city. reached
declared that they were always of ed guilty, J. B. McNamara to murder
here. Following this, the
offered a resolu- senate has approved.
Newlands
tor
today
THE DAY IN CONGRESS tion proposing a joint congressional
Gen. Mills becomes chief of the di- Turkish troops using artillery, deone mind, three ballots were taken ,in in
PANAMA BILL UP.
Times building, and
the
destroying
no
order, as one of them said, that
the
Washington, D. ., Aug. 17. Presi- vision of militia affairs, Telieving stroyed a number of Christian villages
committee to confer with President
J. J. McNamara to dynamiting
"undue haste" would be shown.
t
X Taft for an
SENATE.
Turkish
on tariff legis- dent Taft has not decided whether he Brigadier General R. K. Evans, as- lying in the plains while
Llewellen
works.
Iron
The first ballot was 8 to 4 for acM
disX lation. It finally went over with Mr. will approve Che Panama canal bill
Convened at 11 a. m.
On January 15, Franklin made a
signed to command the department of troops on the way from other
2.
to
The
10
second
X
quittal, and the
Agreed to request the house X Newlands saying he would ask for a as agreed to by the senate and house the gulf, recently commanded
by tricts burned the houses of Christian
Attorto
District
confession
Assistant
vote
for
third ballot was a unanimous
conferees. The president told friends
for further conference on army 3S vote later.
brigadier General Witherspoon, now residents while they were passing
ney Ford that he had bribed Robert
"not guilty."
on the today that the free tolls provision of ,n nnm,natinn i,rnl.B ,h B,nat(,
X
bill.
Senator
to through the villages.
Lodge
objected
appropriation
to
sworn
F.
try
first
the
Juror
Bain,
The result of the vote was received
The Christian rebels
Conferees
also raised
agreed to report X ground that the resolution was un- - tne bin might prove, a serious cm . ma1nr pnprai
had
he
McNamara
that
and
the
case,
Jurthe
with applause and. . cheers
by
on the
X Alaska home rule bill with pro- constitutional. Senator Root declared barrassment to the United States and
blockhouses
General E. Z. Steever. 'hree Turkish
Rrieadier
, ' cnllfrh
.
iti
nrOHnpntive
hrtho
flva
nthpr
t
o
m
be- that he wag not sure he could sign
ors, echoes of which were neara
visions of two houses and leg- - X the question of communication
in command of the de - Montenegrin frontier.
lat-temporarily
The
Lockwood.
Jurors,
including
the chambers below Judge Hutton.
The fighting in the vicinity of Ber-lat-e
X islature and a railroad commis- - X tween the executive and congress was the bill In that shape.
ot Texas, succeeding the
Mr. Taft favors
an amendment partment
Darrow
dictated the following ter had reported early in November - X mission.
ano
lasted throughout the day and
X of great importance and recommend
is
General
Duncan,
FrankBrigadier
the district attorney that
"
In effect would permit other
statement to the Associated Press.
HOUKE.
X ed that the entire subject be taken which
X
of that division. Into the night. Many wounded were
made commander
that
from
him
and
had
approached
to
test the free tolls provision
"It has been a long, hard ordeal,
X up and a general reform instituted to nations
X
Convened at 10:30 a. m.
R. Ed- brought across the Montenegrin bor,
Brigadier General Clarence
and of course I have a great sense of time he acted under the instructions X Resolution
and legislative by suits in U. S. courts. He was told wards, recently at the head of the der for surgical assistance.
- X bring the executive
$20,appropriating
the prosecutor,
by Senator Simmons today that it
relief at its close. None of those who
branches closer.
The Turkish authorities are said
insular bureau, has been assigned to
On January 29 two indictments X to furnish subsistence of refu- X
probably was too late to attach such command
knew me ever believed that I was
ONLY ONE WARSHIP.
X gees from Mexico adopted.
X
Fort to have threatened to exterminate the
at
the
post
brigadier
were
the
county
an
grand
reported
by
amendment
to
bill.
and
the
Washington, D. C, Aug. 17. The
corrupt and their encouragement
X
X
Christian population, which is in reD. A. Russell, Wyo.
The house rules committee
house today voted down, 150 to 79, a
today
faith has been my greatest help In Jury against Darrow for the alleged
In the district bordering on Monvolt
and
.
this trial. The Indictment and prose-- bribery of Bain and Lockwood,
proposal by Representative Foss, of made a special rule which prohibits
tenegro.
Presi17.
D.
Washignton,
C, Aug.
cution could not have happened ex- - upon arraignment the lawyer entered
Illinois, republican, for two battle- the raising of any point of order
Francis
Work for the New Mexican.
The bill will dent Taft today nominated
It is ships In the pending naval appropria against the measure.
cept under tense excitement and I pleas of not guilty,
Latest sporting news in the Santa
The trial on the Lockwood
working for you, for Santa Fe and the tion bill. The bill was sent back to be considered and probably passed by Walker of Massachusetts, to be depustrain of the dramatic c'ose of the
New Mexican. Read It.
Fe
of
commissioner
corporations.
case.
j thirteen weeks end two. days elapsed new state.
conference
with tacit instructions the touse before adjournment today. ty

Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 17. Clar-cnce S. Darrow, the r.oted Chicago
today
lawyer, was found no:
of the charge of bribing a Juror in
ti e McNamara case. The Jury was
minutes.
out just thirty-fou- r
Only three ballots were taken by
the jury and each juror voted not
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

CSETV

SATURDAY, AUGUST

Every Woman

111

altera! De), Jd

is Interested and should know
a unit the wonderful
Whirling Spray
The new Vaginal Syrings.
it most convenient.
It

."a

MARVEL

17, 1912.

umw 1 mm

cleaoinsuntly.

Ask your druggist for i i.'V JFL
If he cannot euqdIv
MARVEL, accept no other?5
but send stamo for illustrated
book sealed.
It gives full particu
lars and directions i.. valuable to ladles.
MlAkVa CQ
4 Easi23d Street. New 1

never compare

with the New York
De'monico, so why not have a Span
m
ish restaurant here that they could
"Don't you enjoy having summer I10t have in Xew York? pe01,ie woua
boarders?
delight in tortillas and enchiladas and
The ceremony is to take place
"Not much," repMed Mr. Corn Tos- - weak chili con carne and rave ebout
m
sel. "Most of them read the comic pa-- ! the "real Spanish cooking we had in baturuay, August the twenty-tourtlpers. Mandy insists on my eating with New Mexico." It would certainly be Globe, Ariz., and from there the
my knife and saying 'b'gosh' so as to disregarding the fitness of things to young people will go to Miami, Ariz.,
keep 'em convinced that I'm a regular allow street cars to run along narrow where they wil' make their future
Ca'.le de San Francisco or to tear home.
farmer "
Miss Brown was a visitor in the
Did vou ever notice how we 11 love! down the adobes that are slowly
Weltmer
home two years ago and
to
us
the
Let
cling
away.
crumbling
are
to be fooled into Unking that we
1500 date of the oldest house and the made many friends here then who
doing the picturesque and are having
v..... -- o
'
"
tV,Q
act artel-orthrillc n the . k v,iu,araco iu Hie
use local ta Fe. She is accompanied this time
us
Above
let
all,
guel.
in
Badeker
Europe
place? If you are
color and keep enough atmosphere by her sister, Miss Maud Brown, who
is a great consolation as well as a
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
tourist. It is only fair will go on with her to Arizona. They
You rather like to be told that around for the
guide.
WITH ALL CASH
to show him some wonders when he will spend this week as guests of Mr.
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS
the
skull
of
John
Saint
"this is the
and Mrs. Jacob Weltmer.
has come so far to see them.
Baptist when a lioy," and you are
This romance began many, many
enhave
In
Cheyenne, Wyo., they
quite offended "with the kindly, but
and mag-- : 'ears aS and tells the interesting
the
"atmosphere"
couraged
who
insists
upon
unpleasant person
a siory or om inenus Deing tne oesr
west to the extent of having
"
the truth and makes cynical remarks azine
friends after all. Mrs. WVtmer and
no- - n,
e
Th o
h vonr
about the great tourist meca you
Miss
Atkinson lived in New England
in
to
break
in
have come to see. You have read of cowpunchers come
before they came out to New Mexico
WE SELL EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR THE BATHROOM,
drive
arid
wild
lasso
horses
exbronchos,
of
Americans
the thrills thousands
and were raised and played with Mr.
SOAP HOLDERS, CLOTHES HOOKS EVERYTHING YOU
cattle.
Frontier
of
TUBS,
Day
herds
to
great
perience yearly and you don't care
Brown, the father of Carrol Brown.
NEED TO MAKE YOUR BATH A LUXURY.
be cheated out of any of yours. The was last Thursday and people from As the
young people grew up they
NEED ANYTHING
REMEMBER OUR STORE WHEN YOU
tourist who was reading from her all over the world were there to see were naturally separated, Mrs. Welt- is
exhibition.
It
by
remarkable
this
Cookies
Badeker to a group of other
US WE WILL
YOU
BUY
F"OM
FOR
WHEN
YOUR
BATHROOM.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
mer
and
west
Browns
the
coming
and read "No. ITS Whistler's Moth- no tneans a "Buffalo Bill Show" with
DEAL
GIVE YOU A SQUARE DEAL, BECAUSE WE WANT TO
in New England.
Home
ties
staying
wild
to
be
Badeker says the wild horses trained
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages er Isn't she sweet?
WITH YOU AGAIN.
drew
the
Weltmers
and
often
east
;
f
finct return,, in ana give in at tne proper nine, i ue the friendships between the two fami- when she was horses are oniy ropea xo uring uiem lies were never lost.
the
gallery,
girls
Noyes Weltmer,
The only exclusive grain house in
Wood-Davi- s
Fe
e trom tne plains anu uie ureaiung
really looking at Madame de Rethe only son, was born in Santa Fe
not
bronchos
of
the
is
only
thrilling
the
and
lovely
enjoyed
camier,
a little more than twenty-fivyears
If IU Hardware We Have It.
Phone 14
Phone 14.
more than she to the audience, but to the rider him- ago and as he
French Marquise
grew up his parents deto
known
been
for
have
horses
self,
sweet old lady who
termined to send him east for his
Phone Black
Phone Black would the plain mother.
At any rate throw themselves over abackards and education. He was
was "Whistler's
graduated from
efshe vill remember it when she hears endanger their own lives in their
the state military institute in Roswell
unseat
to
riders.
their
forts
next
winter
it
an art lecture upon the
Get your megaphone ready for the with the class of 1910 and from there
and have the proper pride in "having
mirn7inA
wocf anil if vnn li.ivpn'1 n entered Colorado College in Colorado
seen it."
The following year he en
r : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
familv history ready or a story of Sl)rinBS;
Each portion of the country must some bear
have shot, ask your tered the Massachusetts Institute of
you
Dawson Coal
Iola
have its local color, if it is to have
Technology in Boston and naturally
DHDTI
neighbor to make up one for you.
went to see his mother's old friends,
1
fame, even in its own township. The
VL111L1U Sawed Wood
El
the Browns. They were hospitable to
United States is beginning to realize
A Jolly bunch of girls enjoyed a de- the son of their old friends and a
that it must have starred thrillers as
last. western boy so far away from home
Wednesday
well as Europe. And in this way each lightful afternoon,
locality is advertised by its own freak when Miss Beulah Riddle entertained and in a little time Mrs. Weltmer's Delivered to
your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
fetish. Our minds are being educated in honor of Miss Claribel Fischer, who son ami Mr. Brown's daughter became
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.
by advertisements in a grand world- leaves in two weeks to attend college the best of friends. The story unto
in Colorado Springs.
the second generation goes on to the
of
scheme
After an afternoon spent in playing coming marriage which will unite two
The advertised idea is so closely con-- ;
nected with the locality that it is im- - games and indulging in small talk, old New England families in one of
All Kinds of Building Materials.
possible not to combine them. When so dear to every girl's heart, delicious the far western states.
'you think of New York you think of refreshments were served and all re- Mgg BrQwn ,g a ,r, of swee(. anfl
Cedar
Doors, Red
the skyscrapers and bright lights and luctantly departed with good wishes attractive personality and lovable1
Ifard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
a
Beulah
choris girls don't you? And when for Claribel and voting
character an(J the many frinds of
the groom to be are w riting him tneil.
any one says Boston a shiver of the charming hostess.
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
heartiest congratulations this week.
thought of your own imperfect intel
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
lect goes through you. Washington
Noyes Weltmer has grown up in
The Ladies' Aid society held their
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
means a picture of a big house paint- - regu'ar meeting at the home of Mrs. Santa Fe and has tosts of friends
Policies at Lowest Rates.
ed white and many flags. Of course, waiter vesterday.
Word was. passed here. He is a yo tng man of exem- there are some to whom New York ar0und that it was Mrs. Walter's P'ary character and habits and it is
means Sing Sing and Washington a birthday, so after the regular order of easy to predict a very successful
chair, but they don't pub- - business the meeting adjourned in her reer for a man who is as well equip- For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orlish such facts often. I say "Oyster honor and a very enjoyable afternoon ped as Noyes Weltmer with mental
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Bay" and you say "Oh, no, you said ensued. Many musical numbers and efficiency, patience end perseverance,
PHONE 85 MAIN.
delighted. "
several
readings proved a great He is at present holding a responsi- For
Full Information Call,
Or. Phone No. rfed 76
Next Purity?
source
of entertainment for the ble position in the chemical labrator- - I
L
AND
ies
of the Miami Copper company in
Do you mean Dr. W:iley and the guests. The ladies showed the high
esteem in which they hold Mrs. Wal- Miami, Ariz.
SWASTIKA LUMP
pure food laws or Ivory soap?
FACTORY WOOD
The many Sant Fe friends are add-- i
ter by presenting her with a beautiPeerless?
LUMP
SAWED WOOD
ing their congratulations and best
ful remembrance.
The automoblie or Mr. Bryan?
STEAM COAL
wishes for the prosperity of the young
CORD WOOD
New Jersey?
couple.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
Woodrow Wilson? No! Oh, you
AN AT HOME.
mean mosquitoes?
(Continued on Page Three.)
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Mrs. Frank W. Clancy will be at
Sing a song of Jersey
Robert W. Herter, Lawrencevllle
home next Wednesday to her friends
(Wait a minute. Swat!)
Mo., who had been
bothered with
Atavenue.
on
home
her
Palace
at
Forty million mosquitoes
kidney trouble for two years, says:
and
General
Mrs.
have
torney
Clancy
On every city lot.
"I tried three different kinds of kidrecent'y moved their household goods ney pills but with no relief.
When the evening (Buzz! Buzz!)
My
here from Albuquerque and after
(Drat the pesky thing!)
neighbor told me to use Foley Kid
old
in
few
their
a
making
repairs
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHiWhen the (There's another!)
ney Pi:is, I took three bottles of
home, are comfortably established in
1
They all begin to sing.
and
a
cure.
got
permanent
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporit again. Santa Fe people are delight- them,
Successor to
Father's in the (Ouch! Bang!)
recommend them to everybody."
Fo.'
ed to have the Clancys as permanent
Of reason near bereft.
tant part. The grandfather would
sale by all druggists.
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
residents again.
Mother's on the portico
be amazed at the radiance of the modBatting right and left.
FIRST-CLAS- S
iu
the
(Buzz!
home
and why all this light ? To
ern
Zip!)
Baby's
TO DENVER.
All covered o'er with bites.
William
H.
and
Mrs.
Judge
Pope
make the home more homelike to make
Also First-Clas- s
Ah, Jersey, with your busy days
and the Misses Sallie and Callie Hull
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
And (Buzz! Zip! Bing Swat!)
home the most pleasant spot on earth
the
left Wednesday morning for a motor
HEE
TheGreatest Discovery of the Age.
nights.
Phone Main 139
to Denver, Douglas Walker act310 San Fracisco St.
trip
for father, mother and children. Good light
From Life.
ing as chauffeur.
Judge Pope will Made from the formula of an EmSANTA FE, N. M.
to
some
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
feet
court
msanf
hold
in Denver and he and Mrs. inent German Doctor.
big
Chicago
It will
and Lake Michigan to others. Kansas Pope will remain there for two weeks !cure all rheumatic and muscular
desired.
is the original "Kffete east" or th; before returning to Santa Fe. The pains in both old and youner. Rec- home of Carr:'? National. And then Misses Hull, the charming sisters of !0gnized
by most leading doctors
ve reach the west, the wild and Mrs. Pope, will go from Denver to At as the greatest
cure for Rheuma
exWTe
are
woolly magazine west.
lanta, Ga., where they will spend two tism, Stiff Necks, Stiff Shoulders,
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
leither or three months visiting friends and Lame
pected to wear knee-higBacks, Colds in the Chest,
skirts and sombreroes and look like relatives.
From
La Salle
in the Stomach, are all
Cramps
man
to
kill
a
calendar posters,
every
BARRANCA
TAOS
quickly removed by following the
day or so and have not less than forty
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
directions closely that accompany
Meets Both North South bear skins haneine on the walls of AN EXPERIMENT.
The
each
dance,"
Telephone II.
"experiment
to
our
shoot
package of UNCLE ABE'S
out
the
shack,
Bounds Trains.
lights
when the dance is eiven under he auspices Of the Wo- RHEUMATISM SOAP. GuaranTwo Doorg Below F. Andrews Star.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of with n fnrtv-fon- r
man's Board of Trade Wednesday teed under the Food and
Xegular Meals 25 cents.
Drugs
the north bound train and arrives at over and bust bronchos up and down
IS QUITE SO
romances
Patullo
night; provd ' ht a delightful sue- Act.
street.
Man
George
Roomt for Rent 25c and 60c
Taoa at 7 p. m.
i.
U1U10
AUOUl
teas
ami
limn
jillisil.
SOLE
lookare
J.
with
illustrations
KILBRIDE,
AGENT,
as
Remington
to touch the button and
Short Orders at All Hoars.
Ten miles shorter than any other
floor Suite 34 end 35.
No. I Hrfdge Plaza,
ed for every time the Limited stops ty couples attended, the music,
Dept 9.
and "eatins" were excellent, and evIsland City, New York.
is ready to cook your
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 way. Good cover
hacks and good
Long
25e per pkjr
Bv Mail add flc for Postage
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams at one of those desolate
erybody enjoyed themselves immense- Prine
ALL MAIL OKDEUS PROMPTLY FILLED- french Noodle Order 10c. a dian,
to
water.
Haven't
houses
take
station
iron
ready to use, your toasted
furnished commereal men to take In
ly so much so that the orchestra
ew York Chop Suey 60c
the surroundlno touna. Wlr t.huH. you ever been asked if Diamond Dick was induced to play an hour over
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuwas your uncle? You've missed an time. If lovers of
Station.
the light fantastic
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
opportunity for growing a freak fam- - continue to turn out in force to all
told
if
tree
havn't
you
ily
overnight
dances, the Woman's Board of Trade
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatMrs. Van Peterson that your mother might possibly be persuaded to make!
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
was the first woman to be killed in those "experiments" a permanent fea-- !
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
the first Indian massacre and that ture by having the dances fortnightly
cross-was
Estimates and full infor- the
'
father
j
instead of monthly. Everyone boost!
your
orginal
day and
eyed bear of the snaue clan.
mation cheeerfully given.
Flethcher Catron along with the A STAG BRIDGE.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
other lawyers in the family, has a
did you lose on that no
'TheWestPoint of the Southwest'
live imagination and also a sense of
humor.
He was visiting friends in trump hand the other night at
Ranked as "Distinguished
New England last Christmas and
Why, no one lost anything there.
was, of course, considered a curiosity,
Institution " by the U. S.
Well I heard he had a party Monsince he came from that end of the
War Department.
world station, New Mexico. Some one day night.
He certainly did stag party; dozen
Located in the beautiful I'ecos
IS THE TIME
told Fletcher that they had heard he
men and more pure joy than Santa
Valley.3.700 feet above sealevel,
was of Spanish descent and Fletch
Fe has seen for a long time. It wan will
sunshine every day. Open air
promptly told them of his sad family a
work throuahout the entire sesgood bunch and Sly Venus is a rip-- '
His
had
been
history.
sion.
grandfather
Conditions for physical
good host, don't you know. Why
the second son of the King of Spain, pin'
and mental development are
there
wasn't a single gloom left to
IDEAL-su- ch
exiled
as cannot be found
on account of a duel over a
even, after that evening was
sputter
elsewhere In America. Foursenorita. The royal over.
lovely dark-eyeone who
And say, old chappie, can't
Made
teen officers and Instructors, all
exile was banished to Spanish speakMrs. Morley get up some fancy
graduates from standard EastNew
Mexico
and
lived
had
there lunches? I can't think of a
ing
Goods
ern colleges.
Ten buildintrs,
RigJit
single
ever since although the family was
modern In every respect.
she didn't spread before
good
thing
now forgiven and King Alfonso had
In
us, can you? I claim they are some
Thirty years' of experience
Regents
IS THE MOTTO OF
entreated his young cousin, Fletcher,
don't you?
E. A. CAHOON. President.
in seme of the largest
to return to Spain and take up their entertainers,
tailoring
J. E. RHEA,
vast estates there again. The girls
1
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
cities in Europe and America.
104
immediately saw the resemblance be- BROWN-WELTME- R
JOHN W. PuE, Secretary.
SANTA FE, N. M
tween Fletcher and Alfonso the ThirTelephone 157 W.
W. A. F1NLAY.
News that will be of the greatest
101
teenth and his royal favor was the interest to the many friends of the
Avenue.
For particulars and illustrated cataWashington
highest boon of any of the girls at Weltmers is the announcement of
It will not pay you tc waste your
logue, address,
the dance that night.
the wedding that will take place next
tlem writing out your legal form
DEAL TO ALL
22J.
SQUARE
rPhonoBlack
COL. JAS..W. WILLSON,
The wise west is the west that week, uniting in the holy bonds of
.
when you can get them alread7 print
keeps these Remington
illustrations matrimony Miss Carrol Brown, of Goods Called for and Delivered.
ed at the New Meijeun Printing
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alive. The Santa Fe Delmonico can Boston, and Noyes Weltmer, of Santa i
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Company.
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Why Import Mineral Water

?

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
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R. J. CRICHTON

Lumber and Coal Yard

-

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER

CO.
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and White

Fence Posts

FRANK JB. JONES.
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CAPITAL COAL YARD
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CERRILLOS

IlightI

SIZES.

THE STAR BARN
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LIVERY RIGS.

UNCLE ABE'S

RHEUMATISM SOAP

J. R. CREATH,

WOODY'S STAGE

Restaurant
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NOTHING

JULIUS MURALTER

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

The Tailor

INSTITUTE

How-muc-

Mor-ley's- ?

Will clean, press, repair
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SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
or

J

prices and
guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'
reasonable
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and

Gents' Custom

ECOMONY

NOW

to
Porch, Park

GROCERY

Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits. "All

at

and Lawn Sets, Swings,
Awningsand Screens made
knows
toot'derby
Fruit
Ladders
a
Prices" how.

specialty.

J. B.

BLAIN,

Jr.

San Francisco Street

J.F.RHOADS
Galisteo Street

::

originality

SOCIETY
(Continued

each party so
different from any

so

SUFFERED UNTOLD

of the others.

of last week Mrs.
entertained six tables at five

One of the most pleasant teas of
the series given by the Ladies Museum committee these past two weeks
for the members and friends of the
was that at
school of archaeology
which Mr. and Mrs. Rupert F.
were hosts last Monday afternoon. The guests came in after the
afternoon lecture and had the five
o'clock cup of tea that is always so
refreshing. Delicious hermits were
served with the tea, or a cool glass of
p inch if the tea seemed too warm.
The dining room was exquisitely decorated in red sweet peas, which harmonized beautifully with the soft decorations of the room. Mrs. Sylvanus
G. Morley poured tea at the centre
table while Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter
served the punch. They were assisted by Miss Helen Laughlin,
Miss
Dorothy McMillen. of Albuquerque,
and Miss Ruth Laughlin.
The Asplund house is still new end
still a delight in its artistic effect to
their friends. The walls are tinted
a soft green which forms a pleasing
contrast with any other color. Mrs.
AspLind used great vel?ow dahlias
and asparagus fern for the decoration
of the living room, which gave a truly
for
the
harmonious background
groups of people who wandered back
and forth chatting and laughing over
the events of the day.
Asp-lun-

MM WITH

hundred, Mrs. Charles Closson winning the prize which was a dainty
nasturtium, study in watercolors. The
party was a nasturtium party, the
rich shades of the nasturtium and
flower being carried out in the entire color scheme.
Bridge was the game for Tuesday
afternoon of this week, and Mrs.
John W. March was the fortunate
a watercolor
winner of the pri-- e
The
sketch of a bowl of pansies.
tally cards, the place cards and the
entire decoration of the party being
pansies. Even in the delicious lunch-coserved after the game of bridge
was over, the pansy decoration was
carried out.
On Wednesday
afternoon
those
ladies who do not play cards were invited to a sociable, cozy thimble par- ty. It is needless to say that tongues
were busy as well as needles and
many good stories and witty remarks
passed while the stitches were put itk.
The dainty sweet pea was the favor- ed flower for this party and the multicolored blossoms were very effective.

ENTERTAIN AT TEA.

d

In

V

RECEPTION.
1

THE PARTIES.

H. A. M. Kegular
second
convocation
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7::!0 p. ni.
1.

Lingeree Dresses worth up to $12.50,

Next Week's
Price,
A Few More White Wash

$3.95
69c

This Week's
Price

20

DISCOUNT on all Ladies' Children's

and Men's Low Shoes.

NEW FILL GOODS ARRIVING DAILY, SEE WINDOW DISPLAYS

For Comfort, Style and Wearing Quality THE PACKARD
SHOE FOR MEN has no equal.
our Fall Line, and ""-$- be

pleased to show them
ing better. Prices

Notice Our
Windows

;

We have just received

3.50

THE WHITE
CATRON BLOCK.

to $5.00
Notice Our

E Windows

n,

v.

If. KENNEDY, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
V.

Santa Fe Lode
Xo.

1,

of
14th.

!

Low Shoes,

CA H A ID
UU riillV

$3-5-

0

and
styles
while they last,
$4-0-

0

Women's Oxfords and Colonials, Regular $4.00,
"
" Slippers,
3.50,
2.50,

"

"

at

de-

IT, H2.

Master.

1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Pedro Gomez, Severo Gonzales,
Gonzales, Dalfido Gomez, all
ot Jldefonso, New Mexico.
MANTEL R. OTERO,

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
1'. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Tocos Forest.
August 1.",, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
Quintana of Pecos. New Mexico, who,
on August 2S, 1907, made Homestead
SW
Entry No. 19::u, for S
Section
X
XW
Section S,
Township 17 X, Range 12 E., N. M.
Principal Meridian, has filed notice of
r
intention to make
proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,
F. S. Iaml Office at Santa Fe. New
Mexico, on the 11th dav of October,

Santa Fe LodgeXo.
460,

B.

P.

O.

E.,

holds its regular
session on the sec
ond
and
fourth
Wednesday of each
month.
Visit ing

brothers are

ON

ALL

AND

LOW SHOES

Fe
Camp
m. v. a.
meets second Tuesday each month, social meeting third
at Fire- Tuesday
Mi
man's Hall. Visit
ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTTER, Consul.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
F. W. FARMER
No.
Homestead
2879. Brotherhood

Different

of American Yeo
men.
Meets first Friday of the month

'

N. M.,

July 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Sefer-in- o
Vigil, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
who, on July 2C, 1904, made homestead entry No. 010493-799for E
NW
NW
SW
Sec. 13, Lot
3. Section 24, Township 18 N., Range
10 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Five
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
and Rec iver, U. S. Land Office.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 10th
day of Sept., 1912.
Claimant names
as witnesses:
Rafael Montoya, Beatrix Vigil, Anas-taciMontoya, Atanacio Vigil, all of
Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
2

4

o

at the Fireman's

1

MONE Y RAISING SALE

S

S

MUST HAVE THE CASH

A

THE

GET

YOUR PURSE WE MUST HAVE THE CASH AT THESE

the bargains below.

SALE.

PRICES.

.....
....

Good reliable pillow cases our best
Good reliable Sheets our

MONEY

regular foods

no seconds

Fair grade Honeycomb Towels. 2 for
Large Huck Towels
Splendid grade linen crash
.
.
.
Fair grade cotton crash
Large size all pure linen towels
Large size all pure linen towels Embroidered
Pure linen sets dozen napkins and table cloth
A very high grade fine mercerized table cloth

. 10c & 20c

50c & 65c

5c

V2c
10 & I5c

5c
35c

55c
$6.50

.
2 & 2

yd
SI .25 & $1.50

lengths

the east.

BRING

We mention

best

Drawn work the real Mexican goods
so cheap you will surely think we
cheated Uncle Sam out of the 65 duty.
Cost cuts no figure neither does previous selling figures. These are only a
few items.

Mrs. James Seligman, who has been
1uite ni in the Sanitarium this
week,
is convalescing
rapidly and will be
out again next week.
Dr. and Mrs. Mitchell Carrol and
sons, Randolph
and
were
among those who left for the Rito
ue ios r njoies Friday morning

W. II. T

five-yea-

Mex.,

July

23, 1912.

Notice is heretiy given that Chas
A, Siringo, son and heir of Bridget
Siringo, who on June 11 190S, made
Homestead Entry No. 144SC, for Lot
NW
Sec. 3, N
SW
7; SW
Section 10, Township 10 N. Range 9
E., Area 140.70 acres N. M. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make'
final Homestead 3 year proof, to estab-- j
claim to the land above describ-- j
ed, before U. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 12th day of Septem
ber, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
S Tweedy of Santa
Fe, N. Mex.,
Ben Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
Nevas" Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
Samuel Failor of Santa Fe, N. Mex.
MANUEL R. OTERO
4

4

2

Hay fever ana astnma make August
to man
and Tar
Foley's Honey
people.
Compound gives prompt ease and relief, and is soothing and healing
Wm. M.
the inflamed membranes.
Mcrethew, Me., says; "A few doses of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound re- lieved me of a severe attack of
Ihma and less than a bottle caused a
complete cure." Refuse substitutes.
For sale by all druggists.

a month of intense suffering

n

1

as-lis- h

'

You cannot get up to date printing
material
unless you have
and faculties. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and a
the same time expert mechanics. Your
orders are always assuTed personal at

Register, tentlon.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

BRING THE CASH

THE HOUSE OF QUALITY

The Sunday school of the church of
the Holy Faith is planning their
picnic for the last week in August, which promises to be a jolly
success from all the plans now
being
made.

2

4

sale for few days some of the most remarkable offerings ever
known in this city. We believe the people of Santa Fe and comwill find them
munity now know that if we say bargains that they
You will examine
You will ail be surprised.
when they come.
Cost
is done.
it
how
these articles very carefully and wonder
cuts no figures in this sale, it is

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Hall.
Department of tho Interior.
L'. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
H. Foreman, A. E. P. Robinson.
David
Cor. Sec.
August 9, 1912.
Gonzales.
Pecos Forest.
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
ODD FELLOWS,
Laniy care of Fablo Gonzales, Pecos,
No. 2, I. O. O. F. Xew Mexico, on August 23, 1907, made
Santa Fe Lodge Homestead Application No. 04728-11- meets
S
NW
NE
regularly 909, for SW
Section S, Township
SW
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl XW
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth- 17 X., Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
ers always welcome.
r
final
proof, to establish
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. claim to the land above described, be
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
meeting on the first Thursday of each Office, at Santa Fe, New Mex., on the
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m. 9th day of October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Visiting brothers are invited and welCrecencio Roybal, Pablo Gonzales,
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
come.
of Pecos, New Mexico; Manuel Delga-dDAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
of Santa Fe, New Mexico; Juan
Ramirez, of Pecos, New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Department of the Interior,
Register
U. S. Land Offio at Santa Fe, N
4

This has been a dull summer for the merchants of Santa Fe. We
must have money to even things up; and we propose to place on

Mrs. Arthur Seligman is
to return home next week. expected
She is
much improved in health by her
long

Miss E'anor Hope Johnson, of New
York, has been a visitor In Santa Fe
this week. Miss Johnson attended
the school of archaeology here last
year and made many friends during
ner stay, who were glad to see her
return for even a short time this
summer.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(01049.'!)

l::j4,

k joDNfflJimlE

Gar-dun-

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,

Secretary.

20

OXFORDS

Claimant names as witnesses:
Ricardo Valencia, Jose Maria
Prudencia Gonzales, all of Pecos, X. M.; Aniceto Gonzales, of San-l- a
Fe, Xew Mex.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

invit-

ed and welcome.
FRANK T. BLAXDY,
Exalted Ruler,
P: M. A. LIENAU,

Children's Low Shoes and Oxfords at Your Own Price
OFF

five-yea-

1912.

Santa

20

4

r

B. P. O. E.

$2.65
2.80
2.00

"

I

Venerable

$1.95

On Sale

I'e"-fectio-n

gree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each mouth at
7:;10 o'clock in the evening in Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visiting
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.

WOMEN'S OXFORDS AND SLIPPERS

an-nu-

Waists, Regular Price up to $2.25

Santa Fe tommandt'iy
No. 1, K. T. Kegular
conclave fourth Mon- day in each month at
Masonic Hall nt 7:.!0

S. O. C ARTWR1G

j

Consisting of our Entire Stock of

fV

Regular, $3.50 and $4.00, Nom on Sale at $2.75
4.00 " 4.50, " " " "
3.15
"
"
"
4.50 "
5.00, " " " " 3.50
One lot of Odds and Ends, 4.50 "
5.00 values, your choice 2.00

Men's
'
"

d

DressSpecial forNext Week

c- is
&'M& j

OIL STOCK.

beau-catch-

ONE MOkE GREAT

Seer tary.

Every Summer we make these Great Cuts
in Prices in order to make a clean round-u- p of
all OXFORDS we have on hand to get ready
tor the FALL SHOES. The money you invest
at this sale will pay you as well as STANDARD

Shoe Up the Whole Family Right Now
It's Your Great Shoe Opportunity.

f,

11.

BiM.IU.UA.N,

AT HALF PRICE.

n

in

rtlUMLll

1-

4

2

Santa Fe Chapter Xo

We are still rounding; up LOW SHOES and
OXFORDS, which are being slaughtered

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
V. S. Lund Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
August 15. 1912.
Notice is hereby given that David
Quimana, of Pojoaque, New Mexico,
v. ho, on
July i:, 1909, made Homestead
XE
SE
Entry o. oM71fi, for S
S
X
XE
SE
SE
S
SW
XE
XE
SW
NIC
E
SW
X'E
SW
SE I I XW
SW
XE
W
XE
E
XW
SE
SE
i:
XW
NV
SE
Section
Hi, Township 19 X., Range
K., X. M.
I'. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three-yeaproof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,
I'. S. Uiud Oltice, at Santa Fe,
tui the loth day of October,
4

V. M.
ALAN' R. McCOltn,
CI IAS. K. LIXXICV, Secretary.

'

visit

I.odue

A. F. & A. M.
Regular communi,

7 : :;o.

j

HOUSE

Xo.

cation first Monday
of oac-iiiomli at.
Hull at
Masonic

Wrists. Spread to Fingers. Little Pimples or Blisters. Itching
So Bad Could Hardly Sleep.
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Gone Entirely.

of the most delightful social
events of the summer was the recep-tion given by the Ladies' Committee
of the Museum, complimentary to the
visiting archaeologists and the mem
bers and friends of the school last
Thursday evening in the Palace of the
Governors.
The historic old Palace
was a fitting place to entertain such
The public
visitors.
distinguished
Mrs. Frank Andrews has been host- made the most of meeting such inter- tion and made it such a happy sucess at a series of delightful parties esting and charming guests and their cess.
The receiving line stood in the rewhich she has given within the past cordiality was best expressed in the
ten days. She has displayed much large number who attended the recep- - ception room, or the Kearny room,
and the beautiful
paintings which
have been on exhibit in the school for
made a most attractive
A NEW PRINCETON BLAZER FOR OUTDOOR GIRLS some time,
setting for so distinguished a receiv-- !
ing line. Dr. Hewett and Judge Mc-- !
Fie introduced the Sonta Feans to the
visitors and on account of the in-- i
formality of the reception many took
this occasion for becoming better ac-- :
qualnted.
Ramirez's eight piece orchestra
played quaint and haunting Spanish
melodies and drew everyone into the
Puye and Rito rooms. Here they stopped to admire the beautiful
mural
paintings of Carl Lotave, and the val-- !
uable curios in the glass cases. From
the Puye room, looking through the
,uur square doorways into the corridor beyond, was an unusual scene.
A ship stood in a harbor
t full sail
with the busy crew around her
and
yet one was sure that they were still
in the Palace of the Governors, seven
thousand feet above the sea.
Going
through the rooms to explain the mir-age one found that this
large painting
of Mr. Vieras had
just filled the door- way and made a perfectly
fitting
frame for the harbor scene.
In the lecture room delicious
slier- bet and cake were served and
this
room proved to be the common meet-I
mg place for all. And after one had
jhad refreshments and strolled back
into the other rooms, the
various
bpnfhes were all found occupied and
the weary ones were not
always look-- i
ing at the curios in the glass cases
The reception was a
happy finale
for the successful two weeks
of the
summer school that had been held in
oanta re. The enrollment of
students has Increased this
year, showing what the school is doing for Santa Fe. The reception
gowns that were so becoming Thursday night were packed away and replaced by stout outing suits when the
campers left at ten o'c'ock for El Rito
de Los Frijoles
Friday
There is no question but thatmorning.
such a
Here is a Princeton "blazer" golf coat, with cap to match, which con- congenial
party will have a happy two
stitute a real
combination for the girls who propose to spend weeks in that
beautiful canon.
as much as possible of the crisp, fall days out o' doors.
Miss Anna Wolcott, of the Wolcott
This photograph shows tlie coat made in Norfolk style and in Princeton school in
Denver, and an interested
colors, a fashion traced to YVoodrow Wilson's candidacy for the presidency. friend of
the school of archaeology-arriveThe alternating stripes of orange and 'black are striking. The loose belt and
in the city Wednesday and
low collar are decidedly girlish.
the summer camp at the Rito.
The beauty of this outfit is that it will be appropriate for almost any joined
outdoor sport, and it makes the wearer look smart and trim.
The cap is light and easily adjusted.
The stripes on the rolling brim PURELY PERSONAL.
match the stripes on the coat.
Paul A. F. Walter is enjoying a sojourn along the California beaches
and in Los Angeles.
One

WHITE

MASONIC.
Montezuma

Jk

ECZEMA

170 N. 16th St., Portland, Ore "The
eczema which started about two years ago,
broke out in my wrists first, then spread
to my fingers. I suffered untold agony
with them until I begun to use Cuticura
Kemedies. It would
appear In little pimples
or blisters like, and
when I scratched them,
they would appear in
little scales. The itching would bo so bad
that I could hardly sleep of nights. I would
scratch my hands until they were most
numb, then when the blood would course
through them again tho burning and smart
ing would be so bad that I could hardly
stand it, and I got to bo so easily irritated
that my husband had to use all of his
patience to get along with me. I believe
I had trigd just about every remedy, offered
to the public for such diseases, without any
relief whatsoever, until my mother recommended Cuticura Remedies to mo. 1 only
used the Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment once when my cure began, and in a
month of uso it was gone entirely." (Signed)
Mrs. Thos. Walsh, Oct. 11, 1911.
Cuticura Soap (25c.) and Cuticura Ointment (50c.) are sold throughout the world. A
single set is often sufficient. Liberal sample
of each mailed free, with 32-Skin liook. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura. Dept. T, Boston."
Tender-face- d
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c. Sample free.

n

A

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

An- -

Wednesday
Crews

-

in making

attractive and
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Stations East and West
FROM

THE "PROGRESSIVE" PARTY.
the Individual, man or woman, who
uses Foley Kidney Pills for backach
rheumatism, weak iack, and other
kidney and bladder irregularities. Foley Kidney Pills are healing, strength
ening, tonic, and quick to produce
Contain no harmbeneficial results.
Mrs. N. B. Laughlin and the Misses
Put
Never sold In bulk.
ful
drugs.
Ruth and Helen Laughin left Wednesuu In two sizes In sealed bottles. The
day morning for Gallii
eenuine is In a yellow package. For
will join a merry camping party going
sale
by all druggists.
to the snake dance at Oraibi. The
trip Is made In five days from Gallup,
Let Him Know It IT you are out ol
and the camperg expect to spend two a
you must let the employer
position,
weeks on the road seeing all the
know it. A want advertisement in the
many points of Interest along the way ness and
professional man In the city
In that Navajo country.
and county and a great many In the
state. If you have any special tal
8ubiciibe for ths Santa Fa New ent, do not hide it under a bueheL
Mexican, the paper 'bat boosta all
of the time and worki for the unLatest sporting news In the Santa
building ct our new State.
Fe New Mexican. Read It.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

lr,

Stations on the Denver

& Rio

Grande

(04591)

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 29. 1912.
Notice Is hereby given that Antonio

Vlllanueva of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
July 8, 1907, made homestead entry
No. 11718 for NW
Section
14,
Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before Harry C. Kmsell. U. S. Commr.
at Stanley, N. Mex., on the 16 day of
September, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Thomas Vlllanueva, Pino Villanue-va- ,
Gregorlo Padia, and Jose Vlllanueva, all of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
....

i

,.

Rter.

IN EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 17, 1912.
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WILLIAM FARAH

THE

terms with
Although 1 talked
for a lightweight bout, I
closed with him. Ritchie and
get together on the financial
he thinks he is worth more
money than I am prepared to give
him. Then, too, I haven't any particular opponent for him. If I can
get Kilbane and Attell, I will put
them on for that holiday date."

Ritchie
haven't
I can't
end, as

An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

br GbmGr

WINS

thirst

!

DIST. ATTY. WHITMAN", WHO 13
WINNING ADMIRATION OF THE
COUNTRY
FOR
HIS
FIGHT
AGAINST
POLICE
GRAFT AND
CRIME.

Ulass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
A

1

IN ELEVENTH

day, I think he

will take it.

Capital Bar

Tinker to Saier. Herzog out, Evers
to Saier. No runs, no hits, no errors.
Eighth Inning, Chicago: Schulte
flied to Sondgrass.
Tinker singled to
left, Zimmerman was out, Mathewson
to Merkle. Tinker was out, stealing
third, Meyers to Herzog. No runs,
One hit, no errors.
Ninth Inning, NfeW York: Meyers
singled, too hot for Tinker. Devor
ran for Meyers. Fletcher sacrificed,
Mathewson
Zimmerman to Saier.
flied to Schulte, Devore being held on
second.
Snodgrass singled to left,
SINGLE BY ARCHER SCORING SAIER scoring Devc-reEvers threw"out
One run, two hits, no errors.
Doyle.
VICORY TO WINDY CITY .
GAVE
Ninth Inning, Chicago: Wilson now
York. Saier doubled
AFTER TIE IN THE NINTH 5 TO 5 catching for New
into the center field crowd. Evers

CHICAGO

a bout for Admission

BIG FIGURE IN NEW YORK GRAFT AND
MURDER CASE AT WORK IN HIS OFFICE

EMIL MIGNARD0T

WOLGAST AND PACKER.
Chicago, Aug. 15. It Is rumored
here that Billy Gibson has closed a
match between
Ad Wolgast and
Paekey McFarland, to take place at
the Garden Athletic club of New" York
dunna. September. McCarney is rep- ttresentmg Billy Gibson,.iatchmaker
and manager of the club.
McCarney came quietly into Chi-- ;
Wolgast's
cago, went TO" " Cadillac,
home, and met the champion on the

troubles I

(BY DANIEL C. ORTIZ.)
BLOOMER GIRLS WANT TO PLAY. Phone Orders Attended To Promptly.
HERE.
IMPORTED
Manager O. W. Dfgneo, of the Santa
Fe Grays, has received a letter from
and DOMESTIC
L. J. Ga!breath, manager of the Na255 San Francisco St. Phone 239 W
tional Bloomer Girls base ball team,
asking for a game here in September.
The National Bloomer Girls base ball
makes no difteam claim the amateur champion- ter how it conies. It
litter's farm.
is high or low,
it
whether
ference
' Wolgast will
keep faith with us,"
sacrificed, Mathewson to Merkle. Ar- ship of the Vnited States and Canada,
ball.
the
they'll get
fesaid McCarney, "and I do not think
cher singled to left, scoring Saier and and also claim to be the champion
averthe
above
are
"At the bat they
of the world.
Tom Jones can make him change his
THOUSANDS FOUGHT
tieing the score. Richie sacrificed, male base ball team
Hobby can hit the ball a mile
mind. The financial terms are agreeSheckard During the month of July they played age.
Merkle.
to
Mathewson
lands on it hard.
and
almost
always
able to all parties. Gibson himself
flied to Murray.
One run, two hits, in Oklahoma, Kansas and Nebraska On
for
both
fast
are
bases
the
they
with the best independent base ball
TO GET TICKETS no errors.
will be here to meet Wolgast and
fellows.
Tenth Inning, New Y'ork: Becker teams in those states. Out of 30 big
sign articles. Wolgast says that while
on
a
"Konetchy, however, has little
Jones is absolutely his manager, ne
struck out. Sheckard grabbed Mur games they plajjed, they won 2S and
comes to throwing.
when
it
Hobby
intends to have his own way this
tnrew lost only two, or a percent of .933.
Zimmerman
Chicago, 111., Aug. 17. In a desper ray's long ny.
a beautiful whip, J.ist as
out. No runs, no hits, no er- which is a great record. They won Koney has
time and fight McFarland."
Merkle
Chieleven
ana
game,
inning
you
'Cluck' Gandil s,
ately fought
as
....'eood
2S games in 27
iw
rors.
.
r
McCarney will arrive in New York
winning
days,
ii...
can wing mai
cago defeated New York C to 5 todaj
The Bloomer team is know now liiick
tomorrow morning.
Schulte
Tenth Inning, Chicago:
and made it two out of a series of died to Murray. Tinker fouled to a great drawing card, and no doubt if across to third. Hobby's throwing;as good as the other felthree games. Archer's single scoring Herzog. Zimmerman flied to Snod- they play here a record breaking arm is not
A. S. Jones of the Lee Pharmacy.
the only 'out' about
low's.
That's
Saier won the game after It had been grass. No runs, no hits, no errors. crowd will attend the game.
Chico, Cal., who has handled Foley &
even
and
arm,
his
throwing
Hobby,
Eleventh Inning, New York: Leach TWO OLD TIMERS VISIT SANTA
Co.'s medicines for many years says:
tied by Chicago in the ninth inning.
that isn't so bad, only it is not as
and others "higher "I consider that Foley's Honey anl
There were 30,000 persons, the larg- made a running catch of Herzog's fly.
police
inspectors
as Koney's."
Tar Compound has no equal, and is
Dana P. Van Burgh, the infielder of good
est crowd that ever witnessed a Wilson singled to left. Sheckard got
!up.'
Fletcher's long fly. Matihewson forc- the 1909 Santa Fe Centrals base ball
week-daThe punishment inflicted upon In-- the one cough medicine I can recom- game in Chicago, out to see ed
171
FEATHERWEIGHTS
AVilson, Zimmerman to Evers. No team, is
spector Hayes by reducing him to the nienci as containing no narcotics or
the third and final game of the series
visiting the city and meetBATTLE THIS AFTERNOON.
runs, one hit, no errors.
rank of captain and then suspending ; other harmful properties." The
Van Burgh
between Chicago and New York.
ing old acquaintances.
Leach was one of the best infielders in New
Eleventh Inning, Chicago:
on the charge that he failed to Ujne jn a yellow package.
For sal9
Every seat in the stand and bleachSeveral
Has Taken
Mathewson to Merkle. Saier sin- Mexico
Thomas
his district clean, is believed to by all druggists.
keep
when he was playing in Santa Little
ers was fiHed an hour before the game or.t, to
He
Can
Believes
and
Whip
Evers doubled into
right.
Beatings
of a general shake-ube a
and he was also a great batter,
started. Thousand were denied ad- gled field
crowd. Archer singled to Fe,
Conley Both Weigh Under 122
The New Mexiby Police Commissioner Waldo, who
and quick on the bases. He says he
Society Stationery
mittance because of tne lack of space. right
Saier. One run, three
Pounds.
is now convinced that the police have can Printing Company have on hand
has quit the game, and has settled
Mathewson "was selected to oppose center,no scoring
errors.
hits,
deceived him as to gambling and vice and can make up promptly the latest
down in Denver. Van Burgh says
Chicago while Chance chose Richie,
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 17 Harry
conditions.
forms in society stationery. The ne
vho won the opening
George Parsons, the well known Santa Thomas, the English featherweight,
size correspondence cards, etc. Or.
Fe catcher, is still playing ball in
,
Meyers caught tor New York;
Keno-will meet Frankie Conley, the
ders taken for engraved and emDenver and is as good as ever. Paul sha
Archer for Chicago.
Italian this afternoon in a 20 JOHN DOE INVESTIGATION BY STATE
bossed work. Several lines to make
ATTELL IS WILLING.
Gonzales, the former star pitcher of round bout at Vernon. Conley has
First Inning, New York: Snodgrass
our selection from.
Saier
and
the Sacred Heart College of Denver, taken several severe beatings since
out, Tinker to Saier, Evans
JUSTICE GOFF WILL BRING TO
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
15. Johnny
San
was also in the city last week. Gon he
Francisco,
Aug.
retired Doyle. Tinker got Becker on
42
out
rounds
in
put Monte Attell
If you use embossed stationery, you
Won Lost Pet. zales
CONNECTED Kilbane and Abe Attell may box beLIGHT EVERYTHING
a fly- No runs, no hits, no errors.
pitched for Santa Fe a lew more than a year ago, and Thomas
.712
30
can do no better than placing your
74
York
New
Monon
club
Coffroth's
fore
Mathewson
a"in
190S
won
and
Jimmy
them
games
First Inning, Chicago:
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"Both these first basemen are the
real thing in baseball," said the Na
tionals' leader, "and it comes down
to one thing, their throwing. Konet
chy has a better arm than the Red
land star. I had Hoblitzel on my
club in Cincinnati and have seen him
6 12 2 playing in the same game
posed of Sheckard. One run, two hits, Chicago
against
5 12 0 Bresnahan's crack first baseman.
New York
one error.
Richie and Archer; Mathewson and
"Both are wonderful fielders. They
Eight Inning, New York: Murray
can get anything hit to them, no mat-flied to Sheckard.
Merkle was out, Meyers, Wilson. (11 innings.)
errors.
At St. Louis (1st game.)
R. H. E.
Seventh Inning, Chicago: Leach
1
lined to Becker, Saier singled to cen- St. Louis .
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3 11 0
ter. Evers doubled to right. Mathew- Boston
Steele, Geyer and Wingo; Perdue
son fumbled Archer's grounder, Saier
scoring and Evers going to third. and Kling.
Richie fouled to Meyers. Archer stole
R. H. E.
At Chicago.
second.
Mathewson and Merkle dis-
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to Mountainview
ranch and to get rid of kidney backache, rely on
tfc
tiLi,,,
V.npfir. T have receiver! down
:
:
1 19 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
from Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable reste(1 "U for a day before coming on plasters, liniments and other makeNeedless to say he caught no shifts.
The right treatment is
Compound. 1 recommend your remedies
treatment and a remarkably rec
Martha Ash. He did not even unpack his fish- ti all sufferine women.
inK Pole. One way of keeping out of onnnerided kidney medicine is Dean's
L. HOLLOWAY, Odd, Va.
is no excep- No other medicine for woman s ills haa trouble is not to mention fish to the 'Kidney jtjius. banta
tion.
d
and unquali- - general these days.
received such
The jiroof is at your very door. The
We know of no other
fied endorsement.
Representative A. I7
Vargas of
medicine which has such a record of Rio Arriba county, is down from his following is an experience typical nf
tne work of Doau's Kidney Pills in
success as has Lydia E. Pinkham's home in Ojo Caliente.
Among those, leaving Santa Fe for Santa Fe.
Vegetable Comoound. For more than 30
415 Palace Avenue
Phone. W 204.
Thomas II. Baca. Cerrillos St., San- years it has been the standard remedy the Rito this morning were .Mrs. Ray- '
ills.
woman's
130
Red.
for
'nolds and children, Mrs. Renehau and tn Fc- Npw Mex., says: "My faith in
License Numbers,
Day or Night Phone,
.
Tf yon have the slightest doubt children, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fabra loan's Kidney Pills is just as stro.ig
Next Door to Pos toff ice,
liiihliflv rf rnmmpnd.
that. I. villa E. Pinkham's Vesrcta- m,s r.
Pnllinc nn1
i!
today as whpii
write They CXj,et.t t0 0 avvay unti, nexj ed them in 1002. I was caused much
We Compound
to Lydia E.Pinkham Medicine Co.
lor three
sintering uy uaeuacnes
- i nursday.
(conliaentiai)ijynn,iMa.,iui uTommy Van Stone of Estancia
is ea,'s an(1 tnouSh I was never laid off
vice. Your letter will be opened,
WOI'k, my back was so painful
Larsre assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns in
read and answered by a woman, visitingin with his grandmother, Mrs. fro1"
that it was all I could do to get around.
the city.
Hunt,
STERLING SILVER.
and held in strict confidence.
Miss Amelia McFie left this morn. loan's Kidney Pills entirely relieved
Special and Staple Patterns of High Grade Table Silverware.
1 lla(I no
me
and
attack of tne jj
ing for the Rito, t0 be present at the
HAND DECORATED CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS.
iiouuie ior six niontns. At mat time v
lectures.
archaeological
Gold
Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
and
TO
DIRECT
OPTICAL
REPAIRS
SEND YOUR
H.
KAUNE
GC
Albert Clancy departed today for my work m'ou?nt on a recurrence of' i
AND PRECIOUS STONES.
1 at onte
troubk?JEWELS
took
"'5'
i
Tioan'aj
Albuquerque, where he will play ball
me relief.: h
Kidney Pills and they cave
with
...... tho
w.v. Aiin.,
"
'uii JemilC
San Francisco
JJoclor Monk, of the American A metli(:ine thiit livf,s up to the claims v
I
(,BaMe leweier
Streetschool of archaeology went awth to !for ir like Doiin's Kidney Pills do'
serves
the
endorsement.
strongest
the Rito this morning.
For sale by all dealers.
Price ",0
Miss Mary McFie went down to the
Co., Buffalo,;
Duke City this afternoon to spend a cents.
week with Miss Lillian Hesselden. Xew York, sole agents for the United
She will be present at the grand opera States.
Remember the name Dean's and
NEW MEXICO.
E. LAS VEGAS,
concert of Miss Claude Albright.
take no other.
Gfflete Cornish, Jr., is expected in
this evening from Albuquerque via
the auto line. He will be accom-- !
!
Returns
Accurate Work-Qu- ick
panied by a Yale university man, who
is visiting nlm.
Mr. Connor and Dr. Sloan are leaving today for a three days' outing
"Gal-i- s
Sixty-fo- ot
on the Pecos.
Mike Stanton expects to motor to
blocks
Albuquerque today.'
C. C. Catron went down to Lamy
!
this morning to see about a new car
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
that he is expecting.
The" Misses llfeld of Albuquerque,
TEL 26W
up
Fire, Life, Accident,
are spending a few days in the city
Etc. Etc.
Plate
Glass,
the guests of A. Staab.
Mrs. James Seligtoan, who is ill at
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
St. Vincent's Sanitarium, is reported
The Daily Receipts of
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
to be much better.
Miss Helpling was taken to the
Sanitarum last evening, seriously ill.
, .
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Millinery

a General Banking Business,
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all this week

all our Men's

MRS. W. UNDHARDT,
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Their Regular Value

Only 90c Each

JULIUS H. GERDES

BEQUEST FOR

-

;

SPECIAL SALE

SELIGMAN BRGS.COMPAWY

Saturday, August 17th Only.
articles

great variety

simply
to such a price that
will
have to buy. The prices
ridiculously
and the values large.

Corn-sever-

Towels, Bath Mats, White Quilts, Etc.
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Some

FURNITURE ITEMS

Bird's Eye Maple Bedroom Suits,
Bungalow or Twin Brass Beds.

CRITICAL TIME

....

$1.99

at

Carpets!

OF WOMAN'S LIFE
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THE

........
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re-ha- d

Is?

TO LOAN

MODERN DWELLING

on improved business property only. Why not
have and purchase a
put this with what
income property We have for sale some
the best residence property in the city. See
elsewhere.
us
closing a

O. C. WATSON & CO.

FURNITURE

....
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with-durin- g

JOSEPH B. HAY WARD, MANAGER,
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SWEET PEAS

wide-sprea-

MULLIGAN & RISING,

JAMESmC. McCONVERY,

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
66-6-

Why Wait ?
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SILVERWARE AND! JEWELRY.
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Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

TAUPERT,

Dispensing Optician,

M1

'

VI JW

-

Foster-Miibur-

While they last

which will
not be long,

FOR SALE!

'

JOHN W. MAYES

APRICOTS

CORRICK LIVERY BARN 14 cts Per Pound

BIGGEST BARGAIN IN CITY
tront lots on
Three
from Capitol
teo Road, three
MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE

INSURANCE

BUY NOW

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

f

call

LEONARD!

REAL ESTATE

Telephone

Man's Face Is Often His Fortune
Or at Least His Capital I
A

Five Widely Different

Magazines
Want a Representative
To Cover Local Territory
Easy-Sellin- g

There Is Big Money for the
right person. Man or woman,
young or old, if you want work
for one hour or 8 hours a day,
write at once to
THE BUTTERO PUBLISHING CO.,
Butterlck Building, New York.

Where

Do You Get

SAWYER'S
Give Kim a Trial.

Shaved ?

IS THE BEST PLACE
East of the Plaza.

NEW STATE BAGGAGE' AND
EXPRESS LINE.

Phone Red 161.
Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store

LasCrucesCantaloupes

Go Like Hot Cakes
THEY ARE FINE, TRY THEM
All kinds of FRUITS and VEGE
TABLES received daily. If you
want nice Fruits and Vegetables
call on us.

US.

UN

e

a

GO.

Where ) Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality,
"

PAY YOUR TAXES.
The city marshal is at his office
every day to receive road and poll
taxes and these must be paid promptly
cr steps will be taken to collect them.
It Is necessary for the welfare of the
city that tnese taxes be paid and our
streets improved. Please call and
pay In cash or if you want to work
out the taxes, leave your names with
me so that I can arrange for you to
start work at once.
RAFAEL GOMEZ,
City Marshal.

Want

City Property, Farms,"
Rjanches, Orchards,

Land Grants,, Etc'.

Cor.

All Kinds.

Seligman
and

Water

Telephone 194 W., Room 24

LAUGHLIN
the New Mexican
sees more people in one day than you
can see in a month. Try one.
SANTA FE, A

THE BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN THE CITY
DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE WORK

Bonds

Surety
Of

AUTO GARAGE

BUILDING,

Ad. in

-

N

EW MEXICO

Sts.

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
MACHINISTS
ONLY EXPERIENCED

Cars to Hire by Hour, Day or Night.
THE ONLY MODERN GARAGE IN THE CITY.
Pho tie your cal
Giving the best service at all times.
SUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

ON

HAND

THE McCORiWICK AUTO CO.
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SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, per year: by mail

Santa Fe today and will be the guests
Mr. A. K. Burrow of Memphis, Tenn.,
of Mrs. R. H. llanna. returning
to is spending a few days at Santa Fe
to reach Valley
and is expected
Valley Ranch Sunday night.
Valley Ranch, X. M., Aug. 10, 1912.
Mr. A. Zane Pyles, of Washington, Ranch the last of this week.
Misses Jalin and Werdell leave for D. C, arrives on No. 1 today.
Fishing at its best.
VALLEY RANCH

ACTIVITIES.

by mail
Daily per quarter, by carrier

$5.00
$2.50

Daily, per quarter,

Weekly, per year

$1.00

Weekly,

$1.25

six months.

plain how it Tiappened or it wasn't
So many people want to see somebody licked, and scored and castigated, but not them, please.

and the setting" sun
rising in the wt.

gis midnight,

$1.50
50

Us

sXavAv- -

so.

PICTURE

jTjhe rapid, rivers sLowly run, (
fjhe frog is on his
nest

OF

RIVER
5LOWLT

4(Jj

has come to
in a most
it just meant
wherever the
man of science would classify it, and
it was intended to be baked in an
earthen pot all night, just as Boston-esihave done for generations.

She

cow
pensive goat and epor-tiv- e
jglilarious, leap from, bough, to houg.

e

TMF NATinNAf tlAMP
Perhaps you have wondered why baseball has its hold on the American
public. Perhaps you can't understand the peculiar attraction of this game
which a St. Ixiuis minister insists, causes us all to suffer from a form of insanity.
After all, it is not such a deep or serious problem. Baseball holds the
interest of the country year after year for good reasons.
In the first place, it is straight. American people are beginning to show
their contempt for crooked people and crooked methods. In baseball they
find little to condemn and much to praise. They know that when they go
to a baseball game they will get a run for their money. They will see each
club do all it can to win; they will see mistakes, but they will not be mistakes of the heart.
In the second place, the uncertainty of baseball makes it such a wonderful sport. League races rarely run exactly to form. For that reason, in the
fow instances where gamblers have attempted to break into baseball they
Lave found the venture unprofitable.
This year's American league race furnishes a startling example of the
uncertainty of baseball. The Philadelphia Athletics, for the last two years
winners of the American league pennant and later winners over the National
league champions, were generally picked to repeat this year. Now, with
the season
over, they are no better than a poor third, with only
the slimmest chance of winning out.
'
Washington, for years the butt of baseball jokes, invariably at the bottom or thereabouts, is the wonder of tihe diamond this season. With
only a
few changes the club has turned from a chronic loser to a consistent
winner,
and has a chance to win the American league championship and even the
world's premiership.
The National league race is one of dogged
grit. The New York Giants
have monopolized the lead practically all year, but not far behind tihem have
been the Chicago Cubs, winning consistently,
beating the Giants whenever
they meet them and hanging onto the tails of the frightened leaders like bull-

TA '1AS

REMARKS

.i

Honest Sol, we never set that court
house on fire.
We do hope congress will not adjourn without attending to that Taft
job for Sec.
Congress, Sec, seems to be having
somewhat of a Trivial time of it with
those appropriation bills.

two-third- s

The "unfortunate" thing about ttiat
court bouse fire in Valencia county
was that they saved the records.

Orozco has left Juarez. As nearly
as we can ascertain, that is about all
Orozco has left in northern Mexico.
r
dogs.
A post card gave the New iork po- If you are a fan you know that the major
league races are both wonder- lice another clew to a ni.ssing gun
fully interesting and exciting; if you are not a fan you'd better wake
tip man. The New York police are there,
and take a look.
when it comes to clews.
-- 0

-

m.

,

WISE CHOICE.

We almost forgot about that "nom- inacing power" but as far as we can
learn, Mr. Taft still has it. It's easy
to nominate.

Oftentimes in the pai-- t we have been careless in the choice of our candidates lor vice president. History has taught us a lesson which we snould
heed, as the succession of the second officer in our
to the head
has grown to be a not infrequent occurrence, and ingovernment
the instances where it
has occurred the result has not been such as should lead us
into further

...

We don't wish Nat Goodwin any ill,
but if his injuries are permanent
A glance back leads to the belief that we
have been fortunate in the enough to protect the matrimonial
past in that there have been few successions of the vice president to the market until the close of the season.
It would have been iittle short of a calamity to 'have had such we are for Nat.
presidency.
men as Henry Gassoway Davis, Arthur Sewall, Adlai
Stevenson, C. W FairThe court ihouse at Los Lunas has
banks, Jim Sherman, in the presidential chair. They are not that size We
burned up. Now, we suppose those
have placed locality betoie manhood;
ahead
of brains. All of
availability
workmen who were mending the roof
the above mentioned men were possible
presidents, but we did not seem to and
care.
smoking
cigarettes, will be
in
Herein lies the value of Hiram W. Johnson as a vice
charged with being progressives
candipresidential
date. He is big enough, broad enough, able
for anv position within disguise.
enough
One gilt ot the
people of his country. In
Johnson the convenAnother definition given by Webtion did a really big thing. Not for years nominating
has a man of this caliber been
is
ster, Sec, for the word Trivial
placed second on the ticket and it gives the voters a feeling of
safety
They
have no fear.
"trite." In that connection, Sec, we
Heretofore we have seemed to
the position of vice president about believe that a Trivial .dispute is per-- ;
as a county regards the nominationregard
of a constable, but with a movement fectly proper. We had not looked at
that is progressive it is encouraging that this important matter has not been it from that standpoint before.
overlooked.
We have seemed to work under a certain sense of
a
We have a life sized picture of Atfeeling that a president cannot die, but in this campaign, at. security,
least tlhls
torney General Frank W. Clancy,
position has been carefully and distinctly guarded.
Commissioner R. P. Ervien and State
Auditor William G. Sargent, meekly
A GREAT WORK.
obeying that command of a cooked ovDuring the past year the child
er central committee to "lop off our
fornia campus have given 200 or more
Berkeley (Cal.) children an insight into patronage."
nature. The departure was in charge of Professor Stebbins.
The little tots, barred from the privileges of a
The Spanish speaking people. Uncle
have found in
these gardens a wonderful new land, where nature playground,
manifested itself; where Tom, are especially interested in land
they learned the mystery of growth; where they found recreation that tended grants. But
nearly everyone would
to bodily vigor; where they were
taught the joy of
where they learned like to know more about the subject,
the rudiments of business administration and civicswork;
with their little market especially, taxation,
boundaries
and
and banking system, and their staff of officers, the
titles.
It is a large enough subject
mayor, commissioners
street superintendent and other dignitaries.
in itself, for a keynote and is
perfectMeanwhile, there have been almost as many Berkeley mothers who had ly safe and
sane, we believe,
t.ie assurance that their little ones were engaged in their
in wholesome surroundings, off the streets, away from
The government declares there is
danger, and under the kindly
tUiracter-buildininfluence of Professor Stebbins.
a motion picture trust. Well, in comThe work started in Berkeley should be carried on
by school authorities parison to some of those alleged com-jiof every city in this country, because it is one of the best
influences excluoperas from New York and the
sive of the hou;9 influence, which has entered into the lives of children
Prices they charge out this way, we
0
lare strong for the motion picture
The standpatters, not only in New Mexico but
throughout the nation trust.
Have about come to a realization of the utter
of trying to elect
laft and the whole effort on their part in the hopelessness
future, will be to try and hold
The president of the Southern Pa-- !
together the broken parts of their state machines; to keep the steam roller cific
is going to retire after thirty
utact. There is no denying the fact that the glooms were
present and vot- five years in the harness. Therein,
ing at the meeting of the republican state central committee last week
The he shows good judgment which is
hopeful cheer that goes with impending success was
entirely
There
imore than some of our most ancient
wanting
wasn t any hilarity evident except that which was forced.
Page statesmen in New Mexico have disexhausted his vocabulary in hurling expletives at She New Gregory
the rest ot the bunch sat around and looked glum. It was not a Mexican and played. They are waiting to be can-ned.
happy
CU8,0mi"'y air f co!fillente
gone. The whole atmosphere was
Are You a Seller? An advertise
0
ment in the classified columns of the
"We are here because we cannot accept that
cynical and
trine that all is fair , politics. For the party of Lincoln andimmoral doc New Mexican will nut your real ps- Grant, and tate on the market effectively. It will
Blaine and Garfield; and McKinley and Roosevelt, we
have nothing but the put the facts of
your property before
foadest memory and the deepest gratitude. But for the
party controlled by the eye
f all possible buyers.
the Penroses, the Barneses, the Cranes and the
Guggenheim., we have riot
even time for regrets." It is from the
speech of William Allen White at
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County. ss.
That is Just a plain statement of why we are here. It has not
sound of Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
anarchy nor disruption; no note of coming evil.
Is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
0
Washington's chief of police says it s no such thing that gambling is Cheney & Co., doins bus! nana fn tiha
City of Toledo, County and State
permitted with police connivance.
That settles it. Detroit'. .Mermen
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
sa.d they had naught to do with such
as
naughty
bribery too and the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL-- I
Becker said he knew nothing about Rosenthal's things
murder, and we all know LARS for each and
every case of
what happened afterward. However, anything like
gambling in
ta unthinkable.
Our law makers live there, and none of thenWashington Catarrh, that cannot be cured by the
use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
.would
anything wrong. Taft resides there too, and he is dead
FRANK J. CHENEY.
worse than being the receiver of a stolen nomination for theagainst anything
He
presidency
Sworn to before me and subsxvibed
would not countenance anything as wicked as
gambling in his city.
In my presence this 6th
day of
0
A. D., 1886.
Mrs James Beauchamp Clark, wife of Champ, you
know,
says she 's (Seal)
A. W. GLEASOX,
done with the democratic party. Mrs. Clark is a
keen sighted woman
Notary Public.
She has read the signs of the times.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intent'
0
illy and acts directly upon the blood
The Columbia State sadly remarks, "We devoutly wish
that
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Roosevelt had been born abroad and entered a
monastery in early Toutr! Send for testimonials, free.
He's worrying them some isn't he?
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo. O,
n
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
It Is reported that Jersey mosquitoes are larger than ever
r
thu
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Getting swelled over having a presidential candidate In ehelr

carelessness.
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WHAT IS DUTY.
"I would gladly serve my country,"
Said a citizen today.
"With a rifle on my shoulder
I would gladly march away
If she needed and she cr.lled me,
In her dreadful hours cf strife;
i5ut until she does I'm go i.g
To remain in private !ifj."
Edgar Guest in Detroit Free Press.
There is a good deal in those few
lines, that is left unsaid for the reader
to think out for himself.
The avenge citizen is apt to think
that the only way he can show patriotism and good citizenship is to
shoulder a musket and march to war.
If ever one waited for war time to
be a patriotic citizen we would be
going to he demnition bow wows by
this time, and even young as we are
as a nation, we would be on the verge
of a decay.
To serve one's country
a fellow does not have to go out. and
shoot some other fellow in battle,
though there have been times, especially in the west, when a service
has been done to the country by the
sudden and decisive removal of some
citizens."
"objectionable
However,
the best service any man can do his
ccuntry is that every day service in
being a square, upright, honest fellow, voting as he believes he ought
to vote on election day and supporting the best men for office. A public
duty well done in this way, is about
all any man can do as far as extra
service is concerned, as mighty few
of us have been or will be celled upon
to carry a g in unless it be to shoot
prairie dogs or quail out on the silent and peaceful mesas or if we must
have a rifle in out hand to stay the
vicious and belligerent deer or hit a
black bear in the rear as he turns
tail and runs at the sight of human
That is about as far as
presence.
shouldering a rifle goes in the life
of ninety-ninout of a hundred men.
Real servtce to our country does
not consist in pyrotechnics, as a rule,
but just in being a good citizen, end
there is a heap in that, and a great
deal of service can be done in this
quiet way more than in Just waiting for a chance to do something
big by the shouldering of a rifle and
marching off to war.
e

ANYBODY
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BEANS.

That little word bean
be used in our language
diversified manner. Once
the vegetable or fruit or

do-wry-

All of Today's News Today"

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
money-transmitti-

RATES

Daily, six months, by mail

BANK

OF SANTA FE

Mexican Printing Co., Publishers

Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M. Stauffcr
J.Wight Giddings
William F. Brogan.

NATIONAL

In the evolution of language, however it has come to have other applications. We hear some one asking
"What has he got in his bean?" That
would seem to be a suggestion that
he could not have much as the man
with a bean on his shoulders would
come in the category of a pin head,
and would not evolve much in the
way of information or higher thought.
What he has in his bean would probably not set the world afire.
Another expression we hear is, "He
hasn't got a bean." That means he's
broke, busted, financially embarrassed or any other expression that would
indicate that coin in his vicinity is a
mighty scarce article.
In our elastic language we have
grown to be almost beyond understanding to those who really talk
correct English and we sling our
words together with a reckless abandon, let them hit where they will, but
to get the exact meaning of a good
bit of our American slang the average person ihas to keep abreast of the
times in the linguistic arena or he
will think he is listening to an Esquimaux or a native of Hindustan. The
baseball fjld has been the means of
the entrance into the English
language of a beautiful assortment but
the bean in its various applications
conies through the ordinary channels
through which slang is wont to flow.

MAGGIE MILGATES AT
A SUMMER RESORT
DIAGRAM.
Winning a Vacation Prize as the Most
Popular
Pantsmaker, a Factory
Girl Writes Home About the People
She Meets.
Dear Folks: I guess I'll be almost
too stuck-uto speak to the other
girls at the factory when I got back,
because I've got acquainted with a
member of the real smart set. It's a
lady and her little girl and she's just
from Reno
She's real nice to talk to and awful
good to her child, only she's got the
kid spoiled.
She told me her sad story and it
shows that swell society has its mistakes same as ours, except when we
have ours somebody generally calls
the wagon.
This lady says she's a 'heiress and
p
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J.

President.

PALEN.

4

B. READ.

Cashier.

Assistant Cashier.

F. McKANE,

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
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THE
PALACE
SANTA FE, N.
M.

S. A. AKINS,

Proprietor.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light. Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!
THE

M

J.

L. A. HUGHES,

--

MOULTON-ESP-

Then Act!

COMPANY

E

GENERAL AGENTS.

SANTA FE, N. M.

IT.

Running a newspaper Is one of those
things which every living man believes he can do better than the man
who is doing it. Perhaps they can.
Often times I think, as does every editor, that I would like nothinc better
than to give tihem a chance to try:
10 see now tneir tneories would work
out and what they really would do
with the quill if once they had it in
their fist.
There are two distinct lines of business which everybody knows how to
run. The one is mentioned in the
above paragraph; tihe other is a hotel.
How many times we hear some chap
giving the hotel man a roast. The

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY
DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.

t
MEXICAN

'MANUFACTURER

BLANKETS, RUGS, PILLOW

OF

TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List.

Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
119 Don

THE REFUGEE

Gaspar Avenue.

FROM RENO.

marries an only son and they gets
about a hundred thousand dollars and
a swell country estate to start housekeeping with, and for awhile everycommon saying is: "Now if I were thing was fine and hunky. But before
running a hotel I would," etc., etc., long he neglects the farm, not caring
etc. It all looks so easy. It is a much about cows and other agriculsnap to set a Delmonico table at $2.50 tural implements, and stays in town
per day. It is just an every day pic- a week at a time, when In fact he
nic to satisfy every man that comes wasn't at the club at all, nothing of
into the office and to extend the glad ' the kind. Sure enough one day he
hand and meet his grouch with the elopes with some other wealthy dame
smile that, won't come off and make to Europe and just for spite my lady
elopes with the chauffeur, and they
him feel that the hotel is
being run are
to each other a year or
just to serve him individually
and so. strangers
Then they both leave their affinl-- i
make life worth living.
ties and return willing to give each
So, the hotel man and the newspaother another chance. But it doesn't
per man are the two fellows that have
life's .snaps and the only wonder is jwork. Sooner or later they have a
that more people do not exercise their quarrel and he shoves her through a
.
.nnJ.j, numi Va
genius in going into these two lines of than
she could stand, and a lot of rare
business. They are so doggoned easy.
orchids ruined besides. So she packs
A lot of people
get the notion that
the wfhole mission of a newspaper is herself off to Reno and all her friends
give a box party at her alimony debut,
to swing the big stick and bat
the
head off somebody, but it must al- and here she la trying to forget the
ways be somebody else. It is a rem- past.
nant of the instinct that has been in All of Which I think, goes to Bhow
what It takes to disgust people with
humanity from the beginning,
to
draw blood on something. I often each other who have too much money.
think that if the newspaper man hit Yours, hoping I'll never marry very
rich.
MAGGIE.
every time he gets a piece of live wire
news, and made a general wielder of
the stick using the material that came CHICHESTER S PILLS
to ihim that the
BRAND.
yv
newspaper office would
have a line before It
I'lll. In Rt4 .nd Uol4
llicV
er than the line in front of
boies. Mated wkh Bhw Ribion. V
waiting for tickets to the grand
M
opera; but the line at the editor's of- I
ywi xnown as Best. &aut, Always Relii'k
fice would be those
SOLD BY DRIKGISTS EVEfiYlVHEU
waiting to ex

ONE DOLLAR BUYS

One Thousand Dollar? in Accident Insurance for one
OCEAN

ACCIDENT

INSURANCE COMPANY.
Let us Explain Our New

year in the

TRAVEL INDEMNITY POLICY

For those who travel.
GENERAL

AGENTS

This contract is a winner.
&
HALL
HALL HOOlZA&clTY

Rooms With Bath

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

.,

L..

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and ydu will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

I
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quite a number of such stud- predict
English.
SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES.
tbem be barred ana torever esioppeu and his wife Maria ue la i.uz inua, pr;tpr or
are willing to pay by tho
ents.
We
Pnteroi
..
j".. c week or month in advance and will
lfrom havinS or claiming any title lni..v, deceased; of Simon Delgado and peal.nm.e .Ill c'liH
.
ST JOHN'S MFTMnnicT
Los Angeles,
of the saiu real estate, his wife Perregnna campnei, uotn ue- Saturdav October 10th 101 o
be responsible for such students' good
ior to any
...(,i.mMl
,
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m. Junior a.hwrQa tr. part
r,
,v,
.
.
n ,1
One way via Portland
nf Pfihln T)ple,fl(l0
tho
-- - t hZl
... CJlirl Tllnlntlff flllfl
- Hnfl ll'ini" I..
c
cleanliness.
San Diego,
Oakland,
w
m.v.o
j
u,
i
ueiauir
he
vou-win
taken
against .
League at 3:00 p. m. Public worship the said nlaintiff's title to the said ,i.,h T.nrero. his wife,. both deceased;
. .
,
,
are neces- Th
fullest
- particulars
thn
.1
.
i
nr
..
tr
p
ri
vuiii
oi
'iinnL-fiuiijL
at 11:00 a. m. Sermon by pastor, SUD"
"
.
...
v if the information be given
,
,
niemises may be forever quieted and.01- Fernando Delgado and his wite ,.
by
sal
" "a luness
'
Jeet:
... l,,t
C.en. .....
'Gospel Sharushootinc."
...11 nt tha fnUatra wii
t,..,. wi, u,...9a. of Fe-- - af.oree
.....
"
ni.h.n..i.u.j
Bcl
lut"- u mav h "
"
a""
lcLlt
iiimuau
(t
confesso
in
ivnev
entered
p,.0
ivo,
said
On sale August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 2, 3, 5, 6, 1912.
10th chapter, 11th verse. Epworth other and further relief as to equity
be esteemed when a careful note will
Kpe Delgado and his wife Benigna
uevuuonai meeting at 0:4a p. and good conscience may seem meet Garcia, both deceased; of telipe n. ci)se
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.
be taken of any accommodation that
.C' Co,Iln' '"'hnsP p?stofr'ce niav be offered.
There will be no evening service and its costs in this behalf expended. Delgado and his wife Lucia Ortiz,
Students as a rule
fnn
i
on account of the lecture by the Arch-- j
nania re. .xew Mexico, ana tann()t afford ;l hih prI(.ej yet as
Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona
Liberal Stop Over Privileges.
That the real estate mentioned in; both deceased; Josefa Delgado and
16
Room
t.atron
"
19,
nniJe ,
aeological society ia the house of rep-- ! said complaint is in the County of her husband Miguel Romero, both dehave ,heir tequo
nKlIlv of (hpm wi
ls the attorney of the plaintiff ljo(J,. a tllPV
jg a home from
rtsentatives, at the capitol. Regular Santa Fe, State of Xew Mexico, and 'ceased; of Estefanita Delgado and f10(,
m,Ujre
111
18
cal'se.
LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.
her husband Tomas C. de Baca, both
prayer meeting at 7:45 p. is described as follows,
'home," and will pay a reasonable
M. A. ORTIZ,
m. Wednesday
are! Beginning at a stake which marks deceased Simon Delgado, Pablo Del- You
price.
evening.
Clerk.
Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other Eastern
AN ENGLISH INSTITUTION, WITH
cordially invited to worship and work the southeast corner of lot 16 of the! gado, Fernando Delgatlo, Felipe Del- - (Seal)
L.
EDW.
SAFFORD, Deputy.
with us while in the city.
amended map of the Mahaffey Tract gado, Felipe B. Delgado, Josefa DelBRANCHES THE WORLD OVER,
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.
ln Buena Vista Addition; (approved j gado, Estefanita Delgado, dhildren of
Arithmetic,
J. M. SHIMER, Pastor.
Advertising,
teaching
A Want Ad. in the Xew Mexican
CHURCH OF THE HOLY FAITH by 0I(ler of tne city Council, March. said Mamie. Delgado and Maria de la
Bookkeeping,
ranking.
'
in
more
sees
one
than
!f
and
39
call
people
SS
you
the
day
on or address,
Civil Service Examina- living,
21st. 1911) thence S
For further information
Contracts,
deg.
min.jLuz Baca, deceased,
AV 323.4 feet
south boundary unknown heirs thereof if dead, and can see in a month. Try one.
Commercial
the
tions.
Iaw, English, Elo
along
(EPISCOPAL).
SANTA FE, N. M.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Insurance,
cution,
Norma, Public
Services Sunday:
Punctuation,
Speaking. Penmanship,
S:o0 a. m., Holy Commiunion.
Spanish, Salesmanship, System, Spell-- !
9:45 a. m., Sunday school.
inu', Shorthand for Reporting, Court,
11:00 a. m., morning prayer,
Congress and Verbatim, Typewriting
and sermon.
(blindfold), Voice Culture, and all
Sunday school excursion last Friday
Mihjects pertaining to a successful
in August. Boys' camping trip Tues(
business career.
day, Wednesday and Thursday, AuteachAll individual
No classes.
gust 27, 28 and 29.
ing. Day and evening,
Students now residing in Santa Fe
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
should come in to see. what subject
B. Z. McCullough, Minister.
Uhey want, and NOT TO BE TIMID
Sunday school, 9:43, Fred McBride,
ABOUT SAYING WHAT THEY CAN
superintendent.
AFFORD. WEEKLY.
11
'worship,
Morning
o'clock.
THE SANTA FE BUSINESS COLOn Sale Daily, Until
Theme: "The Right Thing to Do."
LEGE.
Special music.
of
The Business College University
Christian Endeavor, G:43. Subject:
New Mexico.
30, 1912.

NOTICE.
State of New Mexico,
Coiitvty of Santa Fe. ss.
In the District Court, First Judicial
District. Of the March term, A. D.
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St. Paul,
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ITent.
34,

nt

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

Pueblo,

Springs,

.

Semi-monthl- y

Denver,

$50.35

$44.35

$50.35
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SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

Chicago,
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THE
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San Francisco,

San Francisco,

$55.90

$73.35

$46.90
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$67.50
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$40.55
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Credit-Scienc-

n

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS

'

Sept

"Tact."
No evening church, but union services in the capitol at 8 o'clock.
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 7:45.

IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

$50.35

CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,

$79.35

BOSTON,

ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,

ST. PAUL,

$69.85
$50.35

o

D. C. Bybee,

C

A

I ICADMI

A Goto?

LALlrUulMA
LOS ANGELES

and

via El Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
same route, or via A., T. & S. F.

SAN DIF.GO,

$46.90

SAN FRANCISCO,

$55.90

For further information address Eugene Fox, QenM
senger Agt. E. P. & 5. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
It. A. COOMER,

General Manager

N. M. C. R. R.,

teaming

contractor

Canton.
living at GC9 Keeling
111., is now well rid of severe
and
His
annoying case o' itidney trouble.
back pained End he was bothered
with headaches and dizzy spells. "I
took Foley Kidney rflls just as direc- ted and In a few days I felt much
better. My life and strength seemed
1
to come back, and I sleep well.
am now all over my trouble and glad
to recommend Foley Kidney Pills."
Try them. For sale by all druggist
Co-jr-

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

j

Pas-

SANTA FE, N. M

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
C. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
Pecos Natl. Forest, August 15, 1912.
Noiice is hereby given that Ricar-dValencia of Pecos, New Mexico,
who, on September 3, 1907, made
Homestead Entry No. 11952 for N
SE1-4- ,
SW1-SE
SW
SE
Section 6, Township 17 X., Range 12
E.. X. M. P. Meridian, has filed no- r
itice of intention to make
proof, to establish claim to the land
'shove described, before Register or
Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the 11th day of
October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Quin-tnnPrudencio Gonzales, Ramon
Pablo A. Gonzales, Casimiro
Gallegos, all of Pecos. Xew Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

little want ad costs hut a few
cents and brings wonderful results
when published in the New Mexican.
Try one.
A

DON'T WASTE STEPS !
Running down stairs to answer the telephone when at a small, monthly cost
on your line, and you can talk
we will install another telephone
over either telephone &s suits your convenience. Only 50c a month. You
must have one. Put in your order to day.
up-stai-

rs

The Mountain States Tele
phone & Telegraph Co.

2

4

4

five-yea-

a,

Register.
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I'fl

Meigs will go to Cuba from Espanola
ror a Drier visit, sue was giwuj interested in Santa Te,' especially in
the Allison home to vhich she has for
A
many years been a contributor.
special presentation of the wonderdance
ful films of the Mormi snake
was arranged for Mrs. Meigs in Santa
Fe, as she could not be present at the
regular exhibition by Mr.' Parkhurst.

the difference between
fight ana our meat shop?

What

WATER NOTICE.

A BIG DAY

Where any water is found running
tc waste off from any premises within the city after Wednesday morning,

Is

prfz

nerves
in most women, fhev are troubled witn
FOR MAXWELL
A.ffrcn
a sensation of irritability or
they suffer from backache, headache, sleeplessness,
many other symptoms of femr.le weakness.
twitching, hot flashes, dizzy spells, or should
Maxwell, New Mexico, is on the August 14th, service will be disconbe treated with lir. I leroe s Lotion
The local disorder and inflammation
and
corrected
feiiule
and intends to show the people tinued on such premises without furof
the
weakness
map
and
system
Tablets and the irregularity
1 lie siraia upon the young
Favorite
Mexico that when its citizens ther notice.
of
I'ierce's
Xew
Dr.
Prescription.
with
strengthened
start out to do anything, they do it SAXTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.,
woman or the woman of midtile use upon the nerve and biood lvna.ngs:ructurcstcn;c
is the time to Ukc tias
FRAXK OWEX,
in a manner that is not soon forgot-may be too great for hjr strength. This For over
forty years soiJ by drugt,:st3
nervine and regulator.
end strength-givinManager.
ten.
so
rstnet-as.?
he
i
ptnect
for woman's peculiar weaknesses and distressing ailments,
j
This
little
is
warrant
to
as
about,
cu.ct-.vwjiich
city,
only
in
and
so
in composition
good
ejects
Work for the Xew Mexican. It is
its makers in printing its every lnsretlie.it on i;s ouioiuu BIG DEMAND FOR OFFICE HELP. thirty miles from Raton, intends to
contains neither
which
The
Absolutely
one
remedy
Xever before in the history of the have a pumpkin pie and baked squash working for you, for Santa Fe and
wrapper.
dru;&.
alcohol nor injurious or
southwest have there been so many day, September 28, 1912, and extends the new state.
Following letter selected ot random froi.i q !are number
and such lucrative positions open to a cordial invitation to the neighboring
:
of similar ones and cited merely to illustrate these remarks
a live town.
A live paper makes
those trained for business, as today. towns to come over and help it eat
and irretrular."
I becamo Rrestly run
of
"In tlie
I And the new era of business prosper- pumpkin pie. An elaborate program
of S.v.;:i Cnxk, Mich.. Koute 1. Box 4J.
writes J'.l'.a. Henry
eIdwW tut surely prew wovss, and, at kiat, resolved to apply to tha
being prepared, wihich will consist
and lacerity now at hand is certain to produce
for he'p. This doctor said I had inflammation, enlargement
At the prize figni you see rounds ot
of bronco busting, horse races, ball
no better. The doctor said I an even
ation. I was in bed eleven weeks and
demand.
greater
hus
have to have an operation, bnt to that I would not lieten. Mywncn
and
other
attractive
games
features,
Business
pound, but here you see pounds of
College
The Albuquerque
two bottles of ir. I'ierce's Favorite Prescription,
band
. . purchased
!
ItOOr. but after
x
u:
nAir I
of
farm
besides the fine exhibits
nf wm k crosH the
calls
the
to
round!
finds
supply
it
impossible
I
the
.so
feel
t
dropped
could
bottles
myself
(taming,
1 had taken three
that it is receiving from prominent products.
1 feci better
me.
savea
-1
my
deadBelieve
it
been
have
occasion
For
this
) would have
really
special rates
business firms, a condition due, prinnow than in twenty years."
Mas. Scott.
been asked on the Santa Fe and a
PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN
cipally, to the fact that this institution has a reputation for turning out special invitation has been extended
can be pro to the governor to attend this the
Short Steak, Flank,
M., by Charles Lambert, X. M. M. P., the very best help that
first annual harvest celebration at
LOCAL MENTION
even
being pre Maxwell
its
and
cured,
graduates
charged with larceny of cattle
and
an
address.
This
deliver
Round Steak, Pork Steak,
held to the grand jury. A Patricks, ferred to most experienced office as alone will be well worth the
trip.
sistants. Its recommendation is conIf you care to get the best on shoes a rancher, is complainant.
That's About
come to Salmon's.
Save worry and sickness later on. clusive evidence of competency. Every
more
than
to
JnO
offers
from
brick
new
has
Zook
of
The
The city laying
lime.
Use acme chloride
Way They Rank !
BASEBALL FANS.
X
on Don Caspar avenue and Galis- - i:
$100 a month, with splendid chances
Read the New
X
The Mere Mention
teo street.
Shoe and sihirt sale at Gerdes'. The for promotion.
game at Chicago on sporting X
Fresh today. advertisement gives you only an idea.
Johnston's candy.
Enter September 9, devote a few X page tonight. You can read it X
Of The Above Choice Cuts
Zook's.
The window more and inside the months to persistent study, and you,
in the other papers tomorrow.
X
the
to
enter
Should Bring
also, will be qualified
Budweiser, Fallstaff and Neef Bros. whole show.
bottle beer for saie by Henry Krick.
The session or the Archaeological great, busy, commercial world,
NEW YORK FLYER WRECKED.
with such unlimited oppor'Phone Red 35.
School in the Rito is certainly drawPost-HasteFort Wayne, Ind Aug. 17 Penn
!
FOR SALE OR TRADE A first ing quite a crowd of Santa Feans. All tunities.
Xo.
west
train
23,
our
sylvania passenger
class restaurant now doing business. of those interesting and instructive
A postal will bring
bound, the eighteen hour Xew YorkSee T. Jackson, 127 San Francisco St. lectures could take people away from catalog.
How 'Good They'll
Chicago flyer, due in Chicago, at 2
Now is a good time to paint with most anywthere, even Santa Fe.
BUSINESS
ALBUQUERQUE
m.
into
Middle
went
near
ditch
the
p.
t
Sherwin Williams paint and var- shoes
cost,
at
Every lady
early today. Three pass
nishes at Goebels.
Salmon's.
"The Special School By Specialists," Point, Ohio,
are reported injured, but none
a
engers
M.
N.
County Clerk M. A. Ortiz issued
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Albuquerque,
killed. When the train left the railsj
marriage license to Juanita Trujillo Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-anit carried down telegraph poles, but
R. R. Garrison, both of this city, ing all modern conveniences, includ'
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK.
available details are meager.
Justice of the Peace Manuel B. ing electric light, steam heat and
Phone 92.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 17 Cattle
Salazar yesterday united in marriage baths, in the First Xational Bank
south200
200
including
Receipts
I
BAND
CONCERT.
R. R. Garrison and Juanita Trujillo.
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
erns. Market steady. Xative steers
Did you read the especial adver-- !
A BEAUTIFUL LINE OF GLORIA $C.5010.40';
southern steers 4.50 Our United Emblem March
Xick Brown
tisement of the White House? You UMBRELLAS WITH i CARVED AND 6.50; southern cows and heifers $3.25
The Dreamer Mazurka
Osorno
know they are the leaders for high MOUNTED
SCREW
HANDLES,
5.50; native cows and heifers $3.20
,.
The Iron Count Overture
class goods and prices.
FOLDING ROD AND DETACHABLE (g9.00: stockers and feeders $4.60
L. King
;..'.K.
Our Hart Schaffner men's suits are HANDLE TO FIT TRUNK OR SUIT 7.75; bulls
calves
$5.00
$3.755.25;
The Time, the Place and the Girl
the best in the world at very low CASE. SPECIAL THIS WEEK $1.25. S.25; western steers $5.509.25.
Selection
Jos. E. Howard
prices. Salmon's.
THE WHITE HOUSE.
Market
Receipts 1,000.
Hogs
L. P, Laurendeau
Sunshine Waltz
Jose Armijo ana Benigno Gonzales
Yesterday there was a sprinkle of strong.
Bulk of sales $S.20fgg.25;
.'
.Divila
were arrested yesterday at Roy, X. rain over the city, with a few show- - heavy $S.t5(S 8.30; packers and butch- Maria Mexican Dance.".
Rubber Plant A Stretcherete
ers and thunderstorms at intervals in ers $8.25(5 8.50;
8.50;
$8.20(fi
lights
combines
is plumbing
George L. Cobb
the vicinity. At 4:05 a. m. the tem- pigs $G.O07.0O.
'..
'Mammy's Shufflin' Dance
was
at its lowest, 52 degrees
perature
of
Receipts none. Market
Sheep
service, and
long
reliability,
points
M. J. Gideon
while at 12:10 p. m. it went up to 77 steady. Muttons $3.25(5 4.25; lambs
B. Ramirez
Directol
j
degrees. The bureau forecasts show- $5.50i 6.75; range wethers and year
thorough sanitation.
ers tonight or Sunday.
is our aim
lings $3.25(54.75; range ewes $2.00
We handle Queen Quality shoes for 3.25.
ILLUSTRATED
IN
LECTURE
furnish
ladies. Salmon's.
REPRESENTATIVE
HALL.
Assure yourself of good candy eithS:00 p. m. tomorrow. Subject:
ASSASSIN PLEADS GUILTY.
will
er to eat or treat. Buy from Zook's
iTHE
an ancient city in
17. Sydna V "Uncovering
Wytheville, Va., Aug.
meet these requireand be assured of such purity.
th Tropics," by E. L. Hewett.
X
Edwards, one of the Hillsville court'
Mrs. Charles Meigs, of California house assassins, pleaded guilty today
There will be no evening serv- ments exactly.
HEADQUATERS FOR
and Xew York, is spending a short to second degree murder and was
ices in the churches, so that all
Ask us for prices
time at Pajarito ranch, the guest of sentenced to 15 years in the peniten- - A may attend.
HIGH-GRAD- E
Misses True and Bryan. Mrs. Meigs tiary.
"StftudwsP
is the creator of one of the great
show gardens of Redlands, Calif. Her
ornamental shrubbery is one of the
beauties of Redlands.
Mrs. Meigs
SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
s
has had an influence in making
the "city beautiful'' of CaliforNew Mexico
nia. She has served upon the tree
i r
commission of the ity for several
years. Her example in finding time in
a busy life for the work has inspired
other women of great wealth and
world-widexperienoe in bestowing
upon Redlands the'r best thought in
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone Black 12.
I the way of
making it beautiful. Miss
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ATNEW CARLOAD OF,
WATERMELONS

F.ANDREWS
Phone 4.

You Here

HIE

Taste!

Plaza Market Co.

HOUSE.

1
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the

three
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S. SPITZ,

Plumbing?

?JLJ 1

to
plumbing
service that

It
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HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

A

ally.
4
If you will consider that the rim of

the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
tiice a year. It will increase the
H'
and accuracy of your watch.
Leave your watch with us

lstKXSX3SSXXN

Watches
and
Clocks.

" Time!'Pieces ThatAre
Reliable."!

Red-hind-

e

A 13U

ICOTS
NOW

on

I

Santa Fe

:-

-

the clarendon garden

GbT MORE THAN USUAL
YOU

KNOW

VALUES.'

that the best way to be sure

getting GOOD CLOTHES for your
money is to go to a place where none but
good clothes are sold. The best ya to get
more than usual for your money is to go to
that place where they're offering goods at
clearance prices. That's what we're doing
here nowwe're clearing the desks tfor the fall
campaign; everything goes at a price now.
iui

n

sow ll
ll

Clothes go; Summer Suits that you'll BE GLAD
TO OWN and wear at much under regular prices.
Oipjnighc

Hut

Sduflher &

Mm

